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RECOMMENDATION 

That planning permission be refused on grounds that:- 

i) The proposal would give rise to severe highway safety issues due
to insufficient information being provided in relation to traffic
generation and insufficient parking within the site and the
proposed pedestrian/cycle route would not provide appropriate
sustainable travel opportunities to access the site and is therefore
contrary to TRAN 2 Managing Transport Impacts of New
Development;



 

ii) The proposal would result in harm to residential property by virtue 
of loss of outlook due to the proximity, mass and height of the 
buildings having an overbearing effect on the nearest residential 
properties and being contrary to Policies ENV3 Design Quality 
and SAD EMP 4 Relationship between Industry and Sensitive 
Uses EOS9 Urban Design Principles. 

 
iii) The proposal footpath link would have a detrimental effect on the 

amenities of the adjoining property 131 Titford Road by virtue of 
noise and disturbance due to the proximity of the footpath to their 
property. 

 

 
1. BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 This application is being reported to your Planning Committee because the 

proposal has generated a high volume of objections. 
 

1.2 Members visited in October, however the application was subsequently 
deferred due to further assessments being required and subsequent 
consultation with statutory consultees.  Final submissions and consultation 
responses have been received which now enables a full report and 
recommendation to be made to your committee. 

 
2. SUMMARY OF KEY CONSIDERATIONS 
 
2.1 The Site is allocated for employment land and forms part of a wildlife 

corridor. 

 
2.2 The material planning considerations which are relevant to this application 

are:  
 

Government policy (NPPF) 
Proposals in the Local Plan 
Overlooking/loss of privacy 
Loss of light and/or outlook 
Overbearing nature of proposal 
Design, appearance and materials 
Access, highway safety, parking and servicing 
Traffic generation 
Noise and disturbance from the scheme  
Air quality/pollution 
Nature conservation and loss of ecological habitats 
Flood risk 
Safety and security 
 
 



 

3. The APPLICATION SITE 
 
3.1 The application site relates to land between Asda, adjacent to junction 2 

of the M5, and the west of Titford Road, Oldbury. 
 
3.2 The residential properties on Titford Road back directly onto the site 

which presently is a private green space which contains a number of self 
setting trees and shrubs.  A water course also runs through the site along 
the north and western boundary. 

 
4. PLANNING HISTORY 
 

4.2 The site is situated on undeveloped land which was historically used as 
allotment gardens.  Whilst there has been a subsequent application for 
additional car parking to serve the existing Asda store, this was refused in 
2004 and no further applications have been received. 

 
4.3  Relevant planning applications are as follows:- 
 

DC/03/41246  Proposed additional car parking Refused  
29.09.2004 

 
DC/20712   Change of use to car parking in  Approved with 

connection with U.K. Car Auction  Conditions 
business.      17.11.1986 

 
 

5. APPLICATION DETAILS 

 
5.1 The applicant proposes to construct two industrial units which would be 

marketed for Light Industry (Class B1c), General Industrial (Class B2), 
Storage or Distribution (Class B8).  Access would be gained from the 
roundabout serving Asda and Junction 2 (M5).  The units would be 
situated adjacent to the boundary with the gardens of Titford Road being 
between 5 metres and 10 metres from this boundary.  Trees would be 
retained and further tree planning would be incorporated along this 
boundary.  The units would measure 76 metres (W) by 45 metres (L) by 
11 metres (H) (Unit 1) and 57 metres (W) by 45 metres (L) by 11 metres 
(H) (Unit 2).  Ancillary offices would be attached to each unit with 
associated servicing beyond to include HGV parking and 62 car parking 
spaces.  It should however be noted that a parking layout have also been 
provided to showing a maximum of 163 spaces. 
 
The proposal is accompanied by a Planning Statement, Design and 
Access Statement, Tree Survey, Ecology appraisals, a Transport 
Statement, Travel Plan, Air Quality Assessment, Noise Assessment and 
Environmental Impact Assessments. 

 



 

5.2 The Planning Statement refers to national policy which encourages 
sustainable development comprising creating a strong economy, 
achieving strong, vibrant and healthy communities and protecting and 
enhancing the natural and built environment.  Further clarification is 
provided within Black Country Core Strategy which identifies targets for 
delivering land and jobs for industrial and warehousing in the Black 
Country by 2026.  The statement also refers to the site being allocated as 
employment land with the Sandwell’s Site Allocation and Delivery Plan 
Document (SAD EMP1) and considers that this site provides an 
opportunity for job creation within an existing transport network and that 
harmful impacts can be mitigated through the layout, namely providing a 
buffer to the River Tame and retention and introduction of additional 
planting to include trees. 

 
5.3 The Design and Access Statement illustrates that the orientation of the 

building has been designed with the service yard away from nearby 
residential properties to screen noise with the retention and increase of 
trees to form a landscape buffer.  In addition, the building’s location 
provides an office element to introduce interest and natural surveillance 
together with adequate areas for car parking, servicing and manoeuvring.   

 
5.4 The preliminary ecological survey was undertaken in July 2018 and notes 

that the site is not covered by any statutory or non statutory wildlife 
designations but is identified as a Potential Site of Importance.  The 
survey found that the site was dominated by habitats which were of low 
ecological value.  Recommendations within the report included a 5 metre 
buffer to the River Tame, minimal light spillage to the River Tame and that 
site clearance should take place under the supervision of an ecologist and 
outside the bird nesting season. In addition, should any hidden badger 
setts be encountered, these should be closed under of Natural England 
licence.  

 
5.5 The Transport Statement states that the site provides appropriate 

provision for car and cycle parking and is well served by a good network 
of pedestrian, cycle and public transport links.  Furthermore the proposal 
will not impede the free flow of traffic and a Travel Plan has been 
produced to encourage sustainable travel patterns. 

 
5.6 The Air Quality Assessment has predicted a minor to major adverse 

impact during construction activities, however during construction of the 
development, mitigation measures such as a construction management 
plan are recommended.  On implementation of the scheme, it is stated 
that the additional vehicle movements would not cause a significant 
impact on local air quality. 

 
5.7  Noise Impact has been assessed against the proximity of the residential 

properties to the south east on Titford Road and the School to the north 



 

east and the surveys have indicated that the noise levels fall below those 
deemed to be adverse under relevant guidance, Other mitigation referred 
to a noise barrier along the south west boundary of the service yard area. 

 
5.8  Flood Risk and Drainage has been considered and the drainage strategy 

incorporates porous pavements to the parking areas along with 
attenuation tanks to mitigate surface water flooding. 

 
5.9 A tree survey has been undertaken, mindful of the wildlife corridor 

designation, existing vegetation would be retained where possible, 
together with replacement of removed trees and additional planting (163 
trees in total) in order to enhance biodiversity. 

 
6. PUBLICITY  
 
6.1 The application has generated a large number of objections, firstly 47 

individual letters have been received along with an online petition which 
includes 20,545 signatures.  A folder containing all the campaigning and 
responses from residents which was submitted by the head petitioner has 
been attached to this report.  In addition, following the further consultation 
three further objections have been received.  Any further objections will 
be reported to your meeting. 

 
6.2 Objections 
 

Objections have been received on the following grounds:- 
 

(i) Flooding Issues – historic flooding occurs to the gardens and 
basements of properties on Titford Road and this proposal will 
exacerbate matters. 

(ii) Loss of Wildlife and destruction of the wildlife corridor, the primary 
school utilises the area for valuable forestry lessons.  The surveys 
do not reflect the presence of bats, birds, foxes, reptiles and other 
species on the site. 

(iii) Increase in traffic. 
(iv) Loss of privacy/light and outlook due to the site levels, proximity and 

height of the building. 
(v) Litter. 
(vi) Noise from traffic and the activities associated with the warehouses 

(24/7 operation) given that Birchley Island and the nearby streets 
are already congested.  Currently the wildlife corridor acts as a 
buffer to the noise from Asda and the M5 Motorway. 

(vii) Traffic flow will be impeded as the Asda island is small and this 
could result in congestion and impeding the exit for the Fire Station. 

(viii) Vibration from the proposed use, already experience works 
associated with Asda. 



 

(ix) Air Quality/pollution will increase due to the loss of greenery and 
increase in traffic – impacting on residents and the school. 

(x) Poor design. 
(xi) Out of character with surrounding area. 
(xii) Work commenced on site clearance without permission which has 

destroyed part of the wildlife habitat. 
(xiii) Other vacant industrial site should be considered rather than 

building on this green space. 
(xiv) Antisocial Behaviour/security of residential properties. 
(xv) The revised footpath link will have detrimental effect on the 

immediate bungalow resulting in noise from users walking directly 
past their kitchen window and making them vulnerable to 
vandalism; 

(xvi) The revised footpath could introduce anti-social behaviour along 
with an increase noise and loitering, incidents of drug dealing have 
occurred previously taking place. 

 
The effect on property values and boundary issues are not material 
planning considerations 

 
6.3 Responses to objections 
 

I respond to the objector’s comments in turn; 
 

(i) Flooding Issues – Whilst it is recognised that properties suffer from 
historic flooding, the proposal included a flood risk assessment and 
drainage strategy which both the Environment Agency and the Lead 
Local Flood Authority have confirmed will ensure that flooding is not 
exacerbated in the area.  Therefore surface water run off from the 
site can be conditioned and flooding will not be affected as the 
scheme provides an 8 metre buffer from the water course.  
 

(ii) Loss of Wildlife and destruction of the wildlife corridor – The site is 
currently not designated but does form part of a wildlife corridor, 
albeit it has been flagged as a Potential Site of Importance (PSI).  
As a wildlife corridor, this does not preclude development but 
requires appropriate measures to be provided to protect the flow of 
wildlife through the site.  The 8 metre buffer along the River Tame 
will, in part, enable this to take place along with the introduction of 
additional tree planting and sensitive lighting.  The Wildlife Trust 
considered that the preliminary ecology report was insufficient and a 
full assessment should have been undertaken given its PSI status.  
I am advised that little weight can be attached to the PSI 
designation, the Black Country Core Strategy review is currently in 
progress and survey work has been undertaken to determine 
whether future sites require formal designation as either Site of 
Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC) or a Site of Local 



 

Importance for Nature Conservation (SLINC), this site was not 
included within this review.  

 
(iii) Increase in traffic – the proposal will create additional trips and 

concerns have been expressed by Highways regarding the 
assessment undertaken and the potential impact on the road 
network around Birchley Island and access and parking within the 
site. 

 
(iv) Loss of privacy/light and outlook due to the site levels, proximity and 

height of the building.   
Privacy – there are no windows proposed on the rear elevation 
facing residential properties, so there will be no overlooking issues. 
Outlook/light - The building height equates to a 3 storey building 
and the interface distances, at the pitch point in the centre of the 
site, is 21.5 metres which shorter than those required namely 27.5 
metres as stated in the revised residential design guide SPD.  It is 
accepted that the proposal introduces additional screening with 
trees, however these are deciduous, so views will not always be 
obscured and the trees will take 10 years to mature and create an 
effective screen.  I am therefore concerned about the imposing 
nature of the building in such close proximity to neighbouring 
properties. 
 

(v) Litter – the introduction of the new pedestrian link from Titford Road 
could result in some litter, however a pedestrian gate has been 
indicated which could control access and hence the responsibility 
for maintaining the path will fall in the control of the occupiers of the 
site.  With regard to the wider site, I do not envisage that litter would 
cause an issue to residents given that the building screens the 
service yard and parking areas from their properties. 
 

(vi) Noise from traffic and operations – Environmental Health have no 
objection subject to limiting noise levels, an acoustic fence and 
preventing manoeuvring beepers during the night time. 

 
(vii) Traffic flow will be impeded – The Highways service share these 

concerns regarding the volume of traffic and the shortfall of parking 
within the site for certain uses.  

 
(viii) Vibration from the proposed use – It is accepted that vibration could 

be of concern, if the future end users operate presses or heavy 
machinery, such matters would need to be conditioned and further 
vibration reports required for certain uses. 

 
(ix) Air Quality/pollution – The Air Quality Assessment has shown that 

the pollution levels will not be significant and that mitigation could 



 

offset the marginal increase such as encouraging sustainable travel, 
electric vehicle charging points and other measures calculated by 
the damage cost calculation (see 7.8 below). 

 
(x) Poor design – the proposal is for a relatively standard industrial 

building excepting some additional detailing to the office element.  
The urban design officer had requested that some natural breaks in 
the roof would improve its design whilst also reducing the impact on 
the residents of Titford Road.  The most recent layout showed a 
reduction in the roof height by 1 metre, however this is considered 
to be too marginal to reduce the impact on the residents to an 
acceptable level. 

 
(xi) Out of character with surrounding area – the area is a mixture of 

different uses, accepting that residential is to the south of the site to 
the north is the M5 and Birchley island which is commercial with the 
Asda Store to the west and the school to the east.  Therefore the 
proposal would not be wholly out of character with the surrounding 
area. 

 
(xii) Work commenced on site clearance – it is accepted that some site 

clearance took place to necessitate survey work to inform the 
planning application, I am satisfied that these works did not require 
planning consent.   

 
(xiii) Other vacant industrial site should be considered – whilst I accept 

that there are other vacant sites within the borough, the site is 
allocated for employment use and hence there is no requirement to 
undertake a sequential test of other sites. 
 

(xiv) Antisocial Behaviour/security – West Midland Police had no 
objections to the proposal accepting that the scheme should 
incorporate secured by design measures.  

 
(xv) Noise/anti-social behaviour from the revised footpath – the 

proposed footpath indicates a gate to the frontage but does not 
indicate how the footpath will be enclosed.  Given that the nearest 
bungalow at 131 Titford Road has window serving their kitchen on 
the side elevation, I consider that the occupiers will suffer from 
disturbance particularly given that the proposal is for a 24/7 
operation.  Furthermore if the access is not controlled then the area 
would be vulnerable to anti-social behaviour. 

 
6.4 Support  
 

No comments have been received which support the application. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
7. STATUTORY CONSULTATION  
 
7.1 Planning and Transportation Policy 
 
 The site is allocated as local quality employment which states that these 

areas should be safeguarded for industrial and warehousing 
development.  The site also forms part of a wildlife corridor and hence 
under policy ENV1, the movement of wildlife should not be impeded as 
part of the proposed development (refer to comments below 7.7).  Other 
relevant policies are limiting flooding and sustainable drainage (ENV5) 
see comments below 7.6, Air Quality (ENV8) see comments below 7.8 

 
 The application is also supported by a travel plan which aims to introduce 

a package of measures to encourage staff to travel to work by sustainable 
modes (i.e. walking and cycling), however the cycle/pedestrian routes 
proposed from Titford Road is on 1.8 metres wide.  Cycling guidance 
states that these routes should be 3 metres wide to allow for passing and 
therefore the route is considered to be unacceptable in its current form.  
In addition, the cycle parking is in the wrong location (i.e. away from the 
main entrance and close to natural surveillance).   

 
7.2 Healthy Urban Development Officer 
  

The concerns expressed regarding walking and cycling are shared, in 
particular that the most sustainable bus route being the No 4 is accessed 
from Birchley Island which is poorly served with pedestrian routes to the 
site. Therefore the transport statement and travel plan should be revisited.   

 
7.3 Highways 
 
 Highways are unable to support the proposal largely due to the 

speculative nature of the development for B1c, B2 and B8 uses.  They 
have stated that they have questioned the data provided, which is based 
on assumptions given that there is no end user and it is therefore 
impossible to accurately determine the likely impact the development will 
have on Birchley Island.  Highways have therefore considered the worst 
case scenario for trip rates and parking accumulation.   

 
 Trip rates - The applicant has failed to provide adequate information on 

the proposed generated traffic flows and their distribution through both 
Sandwell’s and Highways England network to sufficiently determine if the 
effect on the worst case development would have a detrimental or severe 
impact on that network.  As Birchley Island runs near capacity most days, 



 

the test of severity here is not the additional percentage of traffic going 
through the junction but rather one of if the proposed peak time traffic 
from the development tips the balance on the island and causes major 
congestion.  The worst case scenario would be potentially 209 cars and 
HGV traffic arriving and departing at peak times. 

 
Parking - A B2 use would require 247 parking spaces, however following 
evidence from the applicants it was agreed that a maximum of 209 
spaces should be provided.  The original scheme showed parking for 62 
cars, however a revised parking layout have demonstrated that a 
maximum of 163 spaces could be provided, but with further access 
widening this could reduce to 160.  Therefore Highways have estimated 
that there will be a shortfall of 49 spaces in the worst case scenario. 

 
7.4 Highways England 
 
 A further assessment was submitted and consultation has taken place 

with Highways England, however their response is still awaited. 
 

The further assessment relates to:- 
 

• the assessment of traffic flows around Junction 2 (M5) vehicular 
movements to and from the site; 

• turning movements to access the site for HGVs and a swept path 
has been requested; 

• proposed pedestrian and cycle access; 

• additional information regarding drainage details. 
 

An update will be provided at your meeting. 
 
7.5 Environment Agency 
 
 Following further clarification regarding the proximity of the development 

to the watercourse, and the bridge crossing the water course to the new 
development, the Environment Agency removed their objection.  The 
scheme now shows an 8 metre clearance from the main river channel and 
so the whole development falls with flood zone 1 (low risk of flooding).  
With regard to the bridge, they have set parameters for the level of the 
bridge and state that the detail can be dealt with via the Environmental 
permit regulations. 

 
7.6 Lead Local Flood Authority 
 
 No objections from the LLFA subject to conditions limiting the surface 

water run-off to 10.2 litres per second which would include the provision 
of attenuation flood storage, water treatment and management/ 
maintenance of the installed system. 



 

 
 
 
7.7 Birmingham and Black Country Wildlife Trust 
 
 The wildlife trust have stated that the site is currently recognised as part 

of the Tame Valley Potential Site of Importance which whilst mainly being 
the river itself also includes areas of open space which are key stepping 
stones along the river corridor.  They consider that further consideration 
should be given to whether the site is a Site of Importance for Nature 
Conservation (SINC) or a Site of Local Importance for Nature 
Conservation (SLINC), in particular they consider that the assessment 
undertaken by the applicant’s appointed Ecologist would merit at least a 
SLINC status and as such the habitat included within the site should be 
provided the ecological significance and mitigation to reflect this.  
Therefore the wildlife trust have stated that they would still wish to seek a 
full ecological assessment which included detailed and confirmed 
proposals for avoidance, reduction, mitigation and compensation to be 
provided within the proposed development. 

 
 With regard to the lighting strategy they have stated that no details have 

been provided to demonstrate how the local bat population would be 
protected. 

 
7.8 Environmental Health (Air Quality)  
 
 The proposal requires types 1, 2 and 3 under the Black Country Air 

Quality SPD, namely electric vehicle charging points, a low emissions 
strategy and a damage cost calculation with appropriate mitigation.  They 
have made the following comments and conclusions on the Air Quality 
Impact Assessment:- 

 
(i) It is based on traffic data, but given the uncertainty of the proposed 

end user, this could be an under prediction in traffic movements and 
a lower damage cost calculation value (note this value then 
amounts to the number of measures that need to be put in place to 
offset the damage cost). 

(ii) There are negligible risks from construction impacts. 
(iii) The operational impacts would not be significant on local PM10 

concentrations (particulate matter/concentrations) 
(iv) The damage limitation cost has been calculated at £57,412 and 

should be spent on measures aimed at mitigating air quality 
(v) Conditions are recommended to include an Earthwork/construction 

mitigation plan; introduction of the electric vehicle charging points 
(stated to be 63.5% of the car parking area) and the submission of a 
low emissions strategy which equates to the calculated damage 



 

limitation cost in (iv) above but this would subject to the end users 
and the correct calculation for traffic movement. 

 
7.9 Environmental Health (Contaminated Land)  
 
 No objections subject to conditions requiring site investigation and 

remediation (if required). 
 
7.10 Environmental Heath (Air Pollution and Noise) 
 
 The proposal is close to residential property on Titford Road and this 

could result in an adverse impact in relation to exposure from noise 
associated with the proposed development.  They have therefore 
recommended conditions relating to restricting the noise levels from the 
use/s to include restricting night time operations along with preventing 
bleeper being used during the night time for HGVs. 
 
With regard to lighting, they do not consider that this will impact on the 
residents of Titford Road. 
 

7.11 Urban Design 
 
 The proposed façade to the rear of the residents on Titford Road, being a 

large expanse of continuous solid mass of roof for 90 metres at a height 
of 11 metres will have an overbearing impact on residential amenity, 
particularly for houses 139-183 Titford Road, where interface distances 
are only 21.5 metres from the site. 

 
7.12 West Midlands Police 
 
 No objections but it is recommended that the development incorporates 

secure by design measures to reduce crime. 
 
7.13 Severn Trent 
 

No objections subject to conditions relating foul and surface water 
disposal. 
 

7.14 Coal Authority 
 

 There are no objections.  The Coal Risk Assessment accompanying the 
planning application has recommended intrusive site investigation to 
determine the exact ground conditions.  This is considered to be an 
acceptable approach given that the majority of the site falls outside a high 
risk area. 

 
 



 

7.15 Canal and River Trust 
 
 No objections. 
 
7.16  Health and Safety Executive  
 

 The site lies within the Solvay Middle Zone, however the HSE do not 
advise against the grant of planning permission. 

 
8. GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE/NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 
 
8.1 National Planning Policy Framework promotes sustainable development 

but states that that local circumstances should be taken into account to 
reflect the character, needs and opportunities for each area.  This should  
include creating a strong economy, achieving strong, vibrant and healthy 
communities and protecting and enhancing the natural and built 
environment.  It is important that all these factors are considered when 
deciding on the merits of proposed new development.   

 
9. LOCAL PLANNING POLICY  
 
9.1 The following sections of the Council’s Development Plan are relevant:- 
 

EMP3: Local Quality Employment Areas 
ENV1 : Nature Conservation 
ENV3: Design Quality    
ENV5: Flood Risk, Sustainable Drainage System and Urban Heat Island 
Effect  
ENV7: Renewable Energy 
ENV8: Air Quality  
TRAN2: Managing Transport Impacts of New Development 
EMP5 Improving Access to the Labour Market Training and Recruitment 
 
SAD EMP1: Employment Land Development Sites  
SAD EMP2 – Training and Recruitment 
SAD EMP4 : Relationship between Industry and Sensitive Uses 
SAD EOS9: Urban Design Principles  
SAD EOS10: Design Quality & Environmental Standards 

 
9.2 EMP3 Local Quality Employment Areas seek to provide a portfolio of local 

quality employment land.  This particular site has been allocated as such. 
 
9.3 ENV1 Nature Conservation states that development will not be permitted 

for nationally designated sites such as SINCs, but with regard to Wildlife 
Corridors designation the policy does not preclude development but 
states that wildlife should not be impeded by development.  The scheme 
provides measures that would assist with the flow of wildlife through the 8 



 

metre butter along the water course and the introduction of additional 
trees for nesting birds, albeit this has been questioned by the Wildlife 
Trust. 

 
9.4 ENV3 Design Quality seeks to achieve high quality design which 

introduces measures that achieve crime prevention through secured by 
design principles.  The main area of concern relates to the introduction of 
the new pedestrian/cycle link.  The scheme could be conditioned to adopt 
these principles. 

 
9.5 ENV5 Flood Risk, Sustainable Drainage System and Urban Heat Island 

Effect, refers to ensuring that schemes do not exacerbate flooding using 
sustainable drainage systems.  The scheme provides such measures. 

 
9.6 ENV7 Renewable Energy refers to the introduction of renewables to 

reduce energy consumption, this could be conditioned. 
 
9.7 ENV8: Air Quality refers to reducing exposure to poor quality area.  

Conditions are recommended by Environmental Health following the 
review of the Air Quality Assessment, to include an 
Earthwork/construction mitigation plan; introduction of the electric vehicle 
charging points (stated to be 63.5% of the car parking area) and the 
submission of a low emissions strategy commensurate to the calculated 
damage limitation cost (see 7.8 above). 

 
9.8  TRAN2: Managing Transport Impacts of New Development requires 

proposal to demonstrate their travel and transportation impacts together 
with proposal for mitigation.  The impacts for this scheme remain 
uncertain with concerns regarding the effect of vehicular trips on the road 
network, difficulties with access and egress for HGVs and poor 
connectivity to the site for pedestrians and cyclists. 
 

9.9 EMP5 Improving Access to the Labour Market Training and Recruitment 
and SAD EMP2 – Training and Recruitment requires large employment 
generating schemes to provide opportunities for training and recruitment.  
This could be conditioned to secure these opportunities. 

 
9.10 SAD EMP1: Employment Land Development Sites identifies sites within 

the Borough for B1b (Research and Development), B1c (Light Industrial), 
B2 (General Industrial) and B8 uses (Storage and Distribution).  This site 
is allocated for this purpose. 

 
9.11 SAD EMP4 : Relationship between Industry and Sensitive Uses refer to 

considering adverse effects of industrial development on neighbouring 
uses stating they should not be permitted unless the adverse effect can 
be reduced to an acceptable level.  This proposal has raised concerns 
regarding noise resulting from the activities associated with an 



 

employment use for industrial purposes, however conditions have been 
recommended to protect residents from noise.  (refer to 7.10 above).  
More critically, the interface distance of the building itself and its massing 
has raised concerned and in this regard the relationship of the building is 
considered to cause harm to the amenity of the residential properties on 
Tiford Road. 

 
9.12 SAD EOS9: Urban Design Principles refers to new development being of 

appropriate scale and compatible with their surroundings.  As indicated 
above the area is characterised by a variety of uses, however the scale of 
building in relation to the adjoining residential boundary is of concern.  
The current height does not meet the separation distances set out within 
the Revised Residential Design Guide SPD which can be used as a guide 
to determine whether there is an appropriate separation between new 
industrial building and existing residential property. 

 
9.13 SAD EOS10: Design Quality & Environmental Standards refers industrial 

development giving regard to i) materials and landscaping, ii) pollution 
and noise control and iii) environmental impact including wildlife.  With 
regard to the proposal, the material are relatively standard and 
landscaping buffers are provided, as indicated above noise can be 
controlled by condition but whilst mitigation has been provide to preserve 
the wildlife corridor, this has been questioned by the Wildlife Trust. 

 
10. MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
10.1 The material considerations relating to Government policy (NPPF) and 

proposals with the local plan have been referred to above in Sections 8 
and 9.  With regard to the other considerations these are highlighted 
below: 

 
10.2 Loss of light and/or outlook and overbearing nature of the proposal 
 

As indicated the proposal by virtue of its height and mass and separation 
from residential properties on Titford Road is likely to cause harm to 
outlook.  Despite the introduction of the trees, which are welcomed, 
concerns remain, as the trees are deciduous will take up to 10 years to 
mature and when not in leaf, the building will appear dominate and 
imposing to residents. 
 

10.3 Access, highway safety, parking and servicing 
 
 As indicated above, the access arrangements have raised concerns 

regarding queuing traffic onto the road network and the projected figures 
for parking have been questioned. 

 
 



 

10.4 Traffic generation 
 
 The Highways department and Highways England consider that the 

assessment should further evidence was required regarding traffic 
implications on around Birchley island Junction 2 of the M5.  Sandwell’s 
highways have re-iterated their concerns following receipt of additional 
information (para 7.3) but comments are still awaited from Highways 
England (para 7.4). 

 
10.5 Noise and disturbance from the scheme  
 
 Whilst I remained concerned regarding the control of noise through 

conditions referred to above (para 7.10).  I am advised that these will 
suitably control noise and I am aware of such conditions being imposed 
on other industrial related development. 

 
10.6 Air quality/pollution 
 
 The Air Quality Assessment has been considered by the Environmental 

Health Officer the mitigation measures proposed are deemed to be 
acceptable. 

 
10.7 Nature conservation and loss of ecological habitats 
  
 Whilst the development will reduce the area for ecological habitats, the 

water course will be protected and will allow habitats to move through the 
site along the wildlife corridor.  Therefore in light of the current policy 
requirement and the current designation the mitigation measures are 
deemed to be acceptable. 

 
10.8 Flood risk 
 
 The proposal has been assessed against the Flood Risk Assessment and 

Drainage Strategy and no objections have been received from either the 
Environment Agency or the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA).  As 
indicated above appropriate mitigation has been proposed and is deemed 
to be acceptable to reduce flooding. 

 
10.9 Security and Safety 
 
 The proposed footpath link has given rise to additional concerns 

regarding security and safety, I am mindful that secured by design 
measures could control the access, but given the proximity of the footpath 
to the residential property 131 Titford Road, even with these measures in 
place, I remain concerned that their security could be compromised. 

 
 



 

11. IMPLICATIONS FOR SANDWELL’S VISION 
 
11.1 The proposal supports Ambitions 3, 8 and 10 of the Sandwell Vision 

2030:-  
 
11.2 Ambition 3 – Our workforce and young people are skilled and talented, 

geared up to respond to changing business needs and to win rewarding 
jobs in a growing economy  

 
11.3 Ambition 8 – Our distinctive towns and neighbourhoods are successful 

centres of community life, leisure and entertainment where people 
increasingly choose to bring up their families.  

 
11.4 Ambition 10 – Sandwell has a national reputation for getting things done, 

where all local partners are focussed on what really matters in people’s 
lives and communities.  

 
12. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR THE 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

 
12.1 The proposal in principle should be accepted given that the site is 

allocated for industrial development.  Nevertheless in this instance, 
material consideration relating to loss of outlook/overbearing nature, 
traffic generation/parking and sustainable pedestrian/cycle routes are still 
deemed to be unacceptable.  Therefore giving regard to these factors it is 
considered that the detailed proposal under consideration would:- 
 
i) Give rise to severe highway safety issues due to insufficient 

information being provided in relation to traffic generation and 
insufficient parking within the site and the proposed 
pedestrian/cycle route would not provide appropriate sustainable 
travel opportunities to access the site and is therefore contrary to 
TRAN 2 Managing Transport Impacts of New Development; 
 

ii) The proposal would result in harm to residential property by virtue of 
loss of outlook due to the proximity, mass and height of the 
buildings having an overbearing effect on the nearest residential 
properties and being contrary to Policies EMP4, ENV3 and SAD 
EOS9. 

 
iii) The proposal footpath link would have detrimental effect on the 

amenities of the adjoining property 131 Titford Road by virtue of 
noise and disturbance due to the proximity of the footpath to their 
property. 

 
 
 



 

 
 
13. STRATEGIC RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
13.1 When a planning application is refused the applicant has a right of appeal 

to the Planning Inspectorate, and they can make a claim for costs against 
the council.  

 
14. LEGAL AND GOVERNANCE CONSIDERATIONS  

 
14.1 This application is submitted under of the Town and Country Planning Act 

1990. 
 
15. EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT   
 
15.1 There are no equalities issues arising from this proposal and therefore an 

equality impact assessment has not been carried out. 
 
16. DATA PROTECTION IMPACT ASSESSMENT   

 
16.1 The planning application and accompanying documentation is a public 

document. 
 
17. CRIME AND DISORDER AND RISK ASSESSMENT 

 
17.1 The scheme can be conditioned to be designed in accordance with 

Secure by Design guidance.  
 
18. SUSTAINABILITY OF PROPOSALS 

 
18.1 Refer to the national planning framework (8) and local plan policies (9) 

and material considerations (10). 
 
19. HEALTH AND WELLBEING IMPLICATIONS (INCLUDING SOCIAL 

VALUE)   
 
19.1 Refer to the summary of the report (12) in particular the scheme can be 

conditioned to provide opportunities for training and recruitment in 
accordance with SAD EMP2. 

 
20. IMPACT ON ANY COUNCIL MANAGED PROPERTY OR LAND  

 
20.1 There will be no impact.  
 
 
 
 



 

21. APPENDICES: 
 

Site Plan  
Context Plan 
31058-PL-01 B 
31058-PL-02 C 
31058-PL-03 
31058-PL-04 
31058-PL-05 
31058-PL-06 A 
31058-PL-07 
31058-PL-08 
758.19.02  
758.11.01 
758.11.02 
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Metal Roof

Sinusoidal Profile Metal Cladding

Trapezoidal Profile Cladding

Flat Metal Cladding Panels A

Flat Metal Cladding Panels B

Horizontal Metal Band

Fully insulated roof system.

Colour: Metallic Light Silver

Fully insulated sinusoidal cladding panels laid horizontally.

Colour: Metallic Light Silver

Fully insulated trapezoidal cladding panels laid horizontally.

Colour:  3-Metallic Light Silver & 3a-Moorland Green

Fully insulated flat metal composite panels 900 or 1000mm wide laid

horizontally, secret fixed with preformed corners.

Colour: 4-Metallic Light Silver & 4a-Olive Green

Fully insulated flat metal composite panels 900 or 1000mm wide laid

horizontally, secret fixed with preformed corners.

Colour: Metallic Light Grey

Aluminium, Colour: 6-Metallic Dark Grey & 6a- Meadowland

ILLUSTRATIVE KEY TO EXTERNAL FINISHES:

Double glazed curtain walling with polyester powder coated aluminium

system frame and capping.

Glass Colour: clear tinted anti-sun glass

Frame Colour: to match cladding

Stainless steel and clear glass

Powder coated aluminimum horizontal aerofoil fins.

Colour:  Metallic Light Silver

Aluminium profiled channel feature for the Brise Soleils

Colour: Metallic Dark Grey

Steel frame canopy with flat metal fascia and soffit.

Colour: Metallic Dark Grey

Painted metal factory finished, colour: 12-Metallic Light Silver

&12a-Meadowland & 4a-Olive Green

Painted metal factory finished, colour: Metallic Light Silver

Painted metal factory finished, colour: Metallic Light Silver

Vertical 'T' flashing, Colour: To match cladding

Recessed vertical jflashing, 200mm wide

Colour: to match cladding

Curtain Walling & Windows

Office Entrance Canopy

Brise Soleil

Channel Feature

Office Canopy

Personel Doors

Loading Doors : level access

Loading Doors : dock level access

'T' Joints

Recessed Joints
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TREES: 2 Pinus nigra austriaca

TREES: 4 Pinus nigra austriaca

TREES: 3 Carpinus betulus

TREES: 5 Tilia platyphyllos

TREE: 1 Populus tremula

TREE: 1 Tilia cordata

TREES: 3 Pinus nigra austriaca

TREES: 3 Fagus sylvatica

TREES: 2 Pinus nigra austriaca

TREES: 2 Tilia cordata

TREES: 5 Sorbus intermedia

TREES: 3 Betula pendula

TREES: 5 Acer pseudoplatanus

TREES: 4 Alnus glutinosa

TREES: 5 Prunus avium

TREES: 4 Acer campestre

TREES: 3 Sorbus aucuparia

TREES: 5 Alnus glutinosa

TREES: 2 Pinus nigra austriaca

TREES: 4 Sorbus aria

TREES: 3 Carpinus betulus

TREES: 4 Alnus incana

TREES: 3 Juglans regia

TREES: 5 Acer platanoides

TREES: 5 Prunus padus

TREES: 4 Quercus robur

TREES: 3 Populus tremula

TREES: 6 Alnus glutinosa

TREES: 5 Alnus glutinosa

TREES: 7 Prunus avium

TREES: 6 Sorbus aria

TREES: 4 Populus tremula

TREES: 5 Sorbus intermedia

TREES: 6 Acer campestre

TREES: 4 Carpinus betulus

TREES: 3 Carpinus betulus

TREES: 3 Betula pendula

TREE: 1 Liriodendron tulipifera

TREES: 2 Pinus nigra austriaca

TREES: 4 Prunus "Tai Haku"

TREES: 3 Quercus robur

TREES: 6 Carpinus betulus

TREES: 2 Alnus glutinosa

TREES: 5 Tilia platyphyllos

EXISTING TREE

TREE TO BE REMOVED

PROPOSED TREE

EXISTING VEGETATION

PROPOSED PLANT BED

WILDFLOWER & GRASS AREA

280 Cornus alba

240 Crataegus monogyna

200 Pinus sylvestris

280 Ribes sanguineum

280 Salix caprea

200 Sorbus domestica

200 Ulex europaeus

155 Ligustrum vulgare

155 Prunus cerasifera

110 Quercus robur

155 Rhamnus cathartica

200 Rosa pimpinellifolia

155 Viburnum opulus

105 Cornus sanguinea

130 Corylus avellana

105 Salix elaeagnos

105 Salix viminalis

105 Sambucus nigra

80 Viburnum lantana

160 Crataegus laevigata

110 Fagus sylvatica

160 Hippophae rhamnoides

110 Ilex aquifolium

110 Populus nigra

160 Salix tetandra

170 Acer pseudoplatanus

250 Crataegus monogyna

170 Populus alba

210 Prunus spinosa

250 Salix cinerea

210 Viburnum opulus

195 Euonymus europaeus

150 Ilex aquifolium

195 Ribes sanguineum

240 Salix caprea

150 Sorbus aucuparia

240 Tamarix gallica

110 Betula nigra

160 Corylus avellana

160 Crataegus monogyna

110 Malus sylvestris

110 Pinus sylvestris

160 Rosa arvensis

120 Corylus avellana

90 Ilex aquifolium

90 Pinus sylvestris

105 Rhamnus alnus

120 Salix caprea

105 Viburnum opulus

80 Amelanchier canadensis

80 Betula pendula

90 Cornus alba

100 Hypericum androsaemum

100 Rosa rugosa

90 Sambucus nigra

80 Corylus avellana

80 Crataegus monogyna

50 Ilex aquifolium

80 Prunus spinosa

110 Rosa arvensis

80 Viburnum opulus

Refer to schedules for plant sizes, form, support and treepit

dimensions

Treepit dimensions: Formation depth as schedules

300mm depth topsoil over 450/ 600mm depth free draining subsoil

Shrub/ Transplant Beds: 300 x 300mm x 300mm deep pits backfilled

with topsoil within 700mm depth of subsoil.

Reinforced Grass Path: Infill grids with imported topsoil

Wildflower & Grass Areas: 400mm depth of subsoil. No topsoil.

Subsoil shall be sourced from soils below the topsoil layer with

minimal organic matter and consist of a mix of clay and stone. No

construction fill shall be evident in this layer.

Imported topsoil shall be in accordance with BS3882:2015.

“Multi-Purpose” grade as supplied by Freeland Horticulture or

otherwise approved. Tel:01322-619161

Remove objects greater than 75mm in size from the topsoil and cart

away.

Provide an analysis of imported/ stockpiled topsoil with

recommendations for making good any deficiencies. Provide details

of the source and a 1Kg sample of imported topsoil for approval by

the Landscape Architect.

TREES

Tree Inspection

Trees to be selected by the Landscape Architect at the grower's

nursery.

Triple staking: 3No. 75mm diam. x 1800mm long stakes set

equidistant around the tree rootball. Top of stake 800mm above

ground level. Tree tied to each stake with 25mm wide neoprene

straps and 300mm long plastic sleeves.

Oblique staking: Single 75mm diam. x 1800mm long stake set at 45

degrees in North East direction and fixed to stem with single spacer

and 38mm wide neoprene strap

Single Staking

Single 75mm diam. x 1800mm long stake fixed twice with neoprene

straps and rubber spacers

Root Preparation

Trees to be rootballed for planting between November and March

inclusive.

All trees to be container grown or containerised for planting between

April to October inclusive.

Install 75mm diameter land drain to completely surround the rootball

of each tree with one end exposed above the mulch.

SHRUB SELECTION

Do not deliver onto site any substitution of species, cultivar, plant

size or container volume other than described in the Plant Schedules

without prior approval from the Landscape Architect. The Contractor

shall submit a list of possible alternatives beforehand for agreement

by the Landscape Architect.

SHRUB PLANTING

Refer to schedules for container grown or bareroot shrubs. Bareroots

to be planted between November and March inclusive. For all shrubs

and transplants, backfill 300 x 300 x 300mm deep plant pit with 1

part Green-Waste compost and 5 parts topsoil thoroughly mixed

before backfilling.

BAREROOT / TRANSPLANT PLANTING

Bareroot plants only to be planted between November and March

inclusive. Substitute for container grown stock if planted outside the

planting season.

Shrubs planted into graded and cultivated subsoil within 30 x 30 x

30cm deep plant pits backfilled with imported/ stockpiled topsoil

mixed with an approved Green-Waste compost at a rate of 3Kg per

cu.m. Conditioner must be mixed with topsoil prior to backfilling

plant pits.

All bareroot trees and shrubs to be dipped in mycorrhizal fungi slurry

as Terravital-G supplied by PlantWorks Ltd.

(www.plantworksuk.co.uk) diluted to 1:5 mix. Dip whole root system

prior to planting. Allow for suitable containers to be located close to

the planting areas.

MULCH

50mm thick x 300mm∅ surround of 35-75mm size bark mulch cover

to all exposed topsoil within plant beds. 14% maximum wood

content permitted. Provide a sample to the Landscape Architect prior

to delivery.

WILDFLOWER & GRASS AREAS

No topsoil to be spread in grass areas, except the reinforced grass

path.

Cultivate the subsoil to provide a fine tilth. Remove stones and other

objects greater than 75mm in size.

Wildflower & Grass Mix: "EM2" Meadow Grass Mixture sown at a rate

of 5 grams per sq.m, as supplied by Emorsgate Seeds

(01553-829028 / www.wildseeds.co.uk)

A general pre-seeding fertiliser shall be applied to the soil between 3

and 5 days before laying turf or sowing seed and incorporated into

the top 25mm of tilth at a rate of 70gms/sq.m

Reinforced Grass specification:

Seed Grass: Grade "A19", as supplied by Germinal, sown at a rate of

35 grams per sq.m (01522-868714/ www.germinal.com)

RABBIT PROTECTION

Provide plastic spiral rabbit guards to all trees.

WATERPOINTS

1No. Waterpoint to be installed to meet the local Water Authority

requirements: 25mm coupling set 300mm above ground level within

lockable galvanised metal box on concrete foundation, separated

from water supply with break valves.

MAINTENANCE

Defects Period for 52 weeks following Practical Completion.

Allow for 17 maintenance visits for watering, cutting, weeding,

pruning and litter collection.

PROTECTION OF EXISTING TREES

Provide temporary protective fencing to be erected following

treeworks and prior to demolition and construction works. To be

removed on completion of paving construction. No materials to be

stored within the fenced area:

1.8m high weldmesh panels fixed by clamps to 2.4m long scaffold

tubes rammed into the ground between each panel
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Reinforced

Grass

758.19.02

REINFORCED GRASS MAINTENANCE ACCESS

500 x 500mm x 50mm polyethylene grassed paving grids, as

Bodpave 85 supplied by Terram, bedded and pinned onto

sub-base to the Engineers specification.

Under tree canopies: Lay grids directly onto undisturbed

topsoil.

Infill grid with topsoil and amenity grass seed as specification.
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NOTES

· Elevations portrayed from the boundary to the

Titford Road residential properties.

· Proposed planting is at grade with the development

levels
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change.org Start a petition My petitions Browse Subscription

Stop the flattening of the Oldbury Wildlife Corridor to hulid Industrial Units

15K supporters

Stop the flattening of the Oldbury Wildlife Corridor
to build Industrial Units

21439 have signed.

‘4-
II .:.L.4i:iLI
I - ata p

As a resident who is situated within walking distance of the M5,

Junction 2 and various different factories / industrial estates, we

are already subjected to high levels of air pollution. I could

( 3ference hundreds of research papers that conclude that

greenery significantly improves air quality in built up areas.

Therefore, in a time where we are more environmentally

conscious than ever, I am appalled at the planning application to

Sandwell MBC to allow Canmoor (Oldbury) Ltd (which is actually

in London) working on behalf of ASDA (Oldbury) to destroy this

green corridor and build an industrial unit the size of a football

pitch in its place. I argue that your rationale demonstrates an

utter disregard for, not only the residents, but also the wildlife

that inhabit this space and have done for hundreds of years.

This demonstrates a clear lack of respect you have for the

residents, the impact on already over congested roads and more

importantly the hundreds of species of wildlife effected by this

decimation.

Show this petition to more potential

supporters

Promote this petition
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S michelle peanhoue sçn€rd 21 minutes ago

Mami $44 signed? huias ago

1
—. DepaftmenL stop the atternncj oF.

C] Share on Facebook

(4 EhliI §ia*npwe started this petitmo to s.,dwe’l Mc r’arn and

FLATTENING OF THE OLDBURY ‘GREEN’ CORRIDOR (Ref.

DC/19163297)

p Send a Facebook message

Send an email to friends

Tweet to your followers

cP Copylink
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chronicle
Fight to save woodland

Nearly 20,000 people have backed a pe
tition calling on Sandwell Council to throw
out plans for a footbali pkch-sized indus
trial unit on vital green space.

The petition was started lust over a
week week ago but has since amassed al
most 19.000 signatures.

Campaigners are protesting against
plans to flatten the Oldbury wildlife corri
dor — which developers want to build new
warehouses on. Plans have been lodged

C
with Sandwell Council to build the two
units, which would be used icr storage and
distribution, on the privately-owned land
next to the Asda supermarket. But residents
have raised fears the proposed development
would destroy vital wildlife habitats.

Phil Shakespeare, who launched the pe
tition, said; We are really pleased with the
response to the petition — we had been hop
ing for 1.000 to 2,000 signatures tops, but it
seems to have gone viral. The petition Is a
little focus in a little area on a much wider
Issue. One day we ‘ill wake up and cur chil
dren will have no green spaces left.

it is protecting the green spaces we
have left. it is heartbreaking to think it could
be turned into concrete.We have got untli
the end of thisweekto hand the petition into
the council. Then the proposals should be up
at planning committee in October.

We need to keep up the pressure. We months.

Part of the woodland In Oldbu.y, which is situated behind the Asda store

will continue to tIgJit thiC Local resident
Val Stephenson said then were plenty of
other sites more suitable for the industrial
units.

She said. 9There are more than enough
empty warehouses in Oldbuiy if one is
needed, why not use the old Toys R Us site.
Save the wildlife and green spaces ‘ftacey

Pyt added: Th1s is totally depressing. irs a
tiny sanctuary for wildlife in this over.de
veloped part ofSandweir

The woodland is located off WoWer
hampton Road between the Asda super-
store and Langley Primary School. A ded
sion on the plans Is expected In the coming

Friday 30th AupS 2019
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I Campaigners call for boycott of Asda in Oldbury
over industriaL unit plans
Residents of Titlord Road are calling on people to boycott Asda In Olbury In protest dt p!an5 to build two Industrial units of

7,503 square on land ad]acent to the supermarket

SHfl
By tpjgtMflth Local Democracy [112’ 3OAUGflI9

Campaigners fighting a controversial plan to build on what they claim is a wildlife conidor have said they

ar going to take their fight to the supermarket giant which owns the and.

Residents ollitiord Road are cafling on people to boycott Asda In Olbury in protest at plans by London.

based Canmocc Ltd To build two industrIal units of 7$03 square on land adjacent to The wpe.market and

owned by the retail company.

5 “ A

i Shock after resldentswake to find bulldozers on land near their homes

The move comes after an estimated 200 people attended a public meeting opposed cc the scheme and

20,000 more signed an online petition oblecting to the proposal.

PM Shakespen a loci casnpalv1r. says opponet of the scheme now pUn to laundi a sodal media

ampaf aimed a ciopp.cs with the htIt4 JboycMtssda.

Claiming the development would destroy a valuable wildlife habitat whIch is home to badgers, foxes and

bats, he said, ‘Resteents on Thford Road have said meywont shop at Asda and we are now looking to use

the tine most popular Facebook websites hi the area to urge people not to use the store’

usda has confirmed it owns the land but says it .s not lInked to the plans which would cover an area the ste

of two football pitches and include warehoslng. car parking, a service yard and loading docks.

In. statement .ccarça’h the piavihigappxadoo, Carynoor Ltd sat “The proposed development wi

m*e emdent aid effe&ge uw of the site aid aest adtoni ewçlqvmem floorspa amcun3

rvesenent to and aeatngJea hi the baroup’

SaMweli Coundrs planning committee Is expected to make a decision on the plans In October.

LW. foil flabook Fdew In on lt.lue

BirminghamLive NEWS’ BL*CKCOUNTRY INVOURAREA 1sERM1N0HM MAIL

3
34,000 sq ft 70,000 sq ft TO LET

Pd

ya
Aide en Wolvrhampton Road, Ol*ury flmqt Cacfll

1
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News 19th August 2019
Stourbñdge News

Fury as developer advertises for tenants BEFORE getting
planning permission

Pt Sandwtll council plannIng depaamnt

CAMPAiGNERS fighting a proposed distiibution centre on green space in

otdbury are ft’nocjs that &velopen are advertising for tenants before it has

been given planning pennission,

Objectors have said they are in a David and Goliath fight to protect the

( nd, which is home to badgers% (axes and bird species such as common

ouzzards and which helps mitigate air pollution from the nearby MS.

The advertising has further incensed residents of Titford Road who only

learned of the proposal three weeks ago when bulldozers moved onto the

land to begn ground testing.

London based Canmoor Ltd has submitted plans to SandwelL CounciL for two

industrial units of 7.503 square metres with car parking, a service yard and

loading docks.

Sinc, the proposal published 1st week wer LIOG people lime signed

an on-tine petition opposing the development which protesters say would

destroy a wildlife mnldoc

0000 p i comment v

EY News Group reporter

To view the petition, search for ‘Oldbury Wildlife Corridor on

www.thangeorg.

Lead campaigner, Phil Shakespeare, sap the dev&open are now

advertising the site as suitable for industrial and distribution companies

before it has gone to Sandwelt Council for format approvaL

He said: Tm outraged — bearing in mind that the residents were even

notified before work took place — to find this green corridor is being

advertised for Let as if iCs a done deal and the wildlife area has already

been flattened.

are uylngw prevent this area being Uaned into nczeta and to

hdlght to people that green zones are piling less and ten and

disappedng.

-i always thought that green spaces were protected. It ; surprising tome

that businesses as far away as London can set) them even before we can

acknowledge the fact that they are threateneC

He said Sandwell Council had been Inundated with objections to the

scheme, adding, ‘I think this is a case of David and Gotiath and I’m worried

that big business will stamp all over local residents.’

!‘.. j
J.

Li

noo th. flalrkq er th. orawy Wdl4e Corridor
to bd I,do.eid Wilts

Ftsyas developer advertises for tenantsFO gettflg planning pemkslon
Plans for Indusubi development on bad to the rear of11ord Road Oldbury.

‘1

a I

Qnmoor Ltd has bean rcntacted for omment
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Petifionfaunc±ed as bu)Idozers arrive on wildlife corridor

Residents up in arms
over warehouse plan

flopon by Oeorlna CuUr
—,

nru’sdra*CimnosnnJ,,: ni uh

A JININO application to, two
Industrial units on a green co,
ride, In Oldbuq has spaiked
anger horn residents.

Pmrn. hive len lodged ‘ith
SninIwull Coo II ii. mId Lb
which would hi. u:,d for at mg,
disinbutlon nfl l” ...wUaj4
behind A.di

l’hcre en lea,, the tro mpd develop.
mont would destroy vital wildlife hthits.

Hesident. ropo,ied thai hullduier. as
nvrd on cite tat wok ann the iiLcm were
•ul.mittcd liv l.e.iiduo based Ann Canmuor
Lid earlier ilda month

liowi,vcr Sandwcll rouii0i in not yet

macto a decbion on the ,l.nning applla
lion. which will ho dlxuued at an tipcom

inmoollngcaident Phil Shske,1waro plan. to
I launch a Dotition and want, to get Wade,
MPJoiin$j4lar.od lngfry nni nitinni

I lot’s involved
Mr Shakespeare. aged 50 told the K,

area & Star ‘The, havi, aI.ndi .tarfrd
haNdozing the cite Ipredidhlut tLnu.nttb
will .irtth.potitlou Thc’yiihoikitkn

I want toiqush tholot ttreesi and t.,tiA two

I litige biddatñal unit. In it. niece

— Tho industrial units will bit built tithe

of people. homes. Hut die usc’ help

&.Z4ut the timn 1mm tIn’ Mr, and pro
It’hEáforwddItft
• Th.wsfldIandte locatnl oft Wol,erhnmp

Ion Hoed between the Asda .upentorr end
langley Vnmsq &ia.& and ii nm In Ow
MS which runs on a bridge close by

dkcordin lo a document, the planning Up. sit. what. its stomge and distribution units could be buIlt Ii contrvvsralai plan. .me .gr..d

application ta fortwcs ntndmmn employment 1”?’—-

citet which will rowe an 3e of 71’OJ ea no
.,

,

• r

larger than a professional (milball pitdi

‘flit proposed dovelopmeni would include

omw, anti a nit perk The public can oittfl

to the o1.plin.tiuti hr August 14
A tounnl ,kesperson .aid ‘A plsnhtitmg

,

itpplinthmnn has bnn aubnuttrd fortsi’ in.

ittt.tnnl slonsir end ditiabtitlon units ill’S

ideota wilt 1w escriving consultation trite’

‘Cleanug the site does not constitute the

.li.st nfdarlopnirnt and list cmiflOl tin ‘ I
nutlionty to step this tinder planning law I
Tb.’ lana Is not pc-en b.!: but is allocated I
flit employment

‘An rculojy report ha, been hobmittrd as
pan of the npptntion I

1
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CALLING ALL LOCAL RESIDENTS

vousE,wJfftJT0AMtI

Thursday 22nd AUGUST 2019
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Nearly 20,000 sign petition against plans for industrial units In Oldbury
QvnaFaflgt.fl Qjy lsta.xsago

Campaigners are protesting against plans to flatten the Oldbury vildite corddor
- which developers warn to build new wa’thouses or

The $am have beei lodged wth Safld Caid to *Th rdt whidiwotid
beinedfflnjeaed±tlbidcnontheflamqtdWxlettotwAsth

The woodland Is located off WoWethampton Road between the Asda wperstore
and Langley Pdmary School and Is near to the MS. whIch runs on a brdge dose
by.

Phi 9espa’e. wft bathed tim pe*b s& ‘Weue reedy ‘4nsed with the
mspnWhi-wehXbeçfor1OOtoZ8amtoç,
bit It sin Whave gone vkt

28th August2019

Tie service yards are located to the north west of the units and mclude three
loading docks and two level access doors adjacent to sides of me loading docks
respectively. The service areas hichides the HGV parkig spaces and allows
enough space for vtide manoeiwdng

fl*dsWbaysaidUmcflzldnflLvtyde
patig b provided nr the &Iinewtwona flee n 63 pang apas
proesair tIM for tie devtpmec

Sandweli Councils plailing committee Is expected to make a decision on the
plans In the corning months.

To view the pettt sth for tkt’ty Vdite Conld& w.denge.otg.

eyDiaidflgti
a Soi;;xiitatcJ at Wthediamplon

t

Eçss a, Star based alWolvetharnptn

P Express & Star

News

A News sport Enlertajinent Services

‘ocal I*bs VoIces Cdnie Politics Busness Education Heatdi Features L3IZfl

‘p

Find “es lrr ywr ‘‘ifl

Nwly 20.IXIO — have ba&.ad an caine petition caffmg on
Sandwd Cowd to Unw out plans for a fOOthaII pitth’size(

ln&islfi& unit on vital mean apace.

‘me petition Is a little focus in a little area on a much wldei’Issue One day we will
wake up and our thdren w1 have no green spaces left.

R Is fldtç the em qmcs we have kit It is Iwartkeatlng to UIWt It cocid
betwncd frifocotatte.

‘We have got unt the end ot this week to hand the petition into the council. Then
the proposals shovtd be up at planting committee In October.

A design and access statement, submitted with the application, states. Tie
proposal is for two Industral unils with the associated revised access, parking
and landscaping

The petition was bathed lust two weeks ago but has since neadffnmstds
of signalizes and Is ane,Ik stan*ç at erard iB,9gO.
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tith August

Fury as developer advertises for tenants BEFORE getting

CAMPAIGNERS gtninga prvpcsed distribution centre on green space in
Oldbury an furious that developers are advertising for tenants before It has
been given pLanning pennission.

Objectors have said they are in a David and Goliath ñght to protect the
land, which is home to badgers, foxes and bird species such as common
buzzards and whkh helps ritigate air potlufion (ram the nearby MS.

The flectJdrtg ha furTher Inwised ridents or Trtfad Road ito on
learned of the pfupvs.J three weeb ap when bulldozers moved on tothe
land to begin wound tasting

London based Canmoor Ltd has submitted plans to Sandwetl Council for two
industrial units of 7503 sqIare melres with car parking, a service yard and
loading docks.

San the popo — pubbbd aweek, uer* pec law signed
on-line petititxt oppo*i d.nL..artwläth prdnaun nywodd

detcy a wUife wWdot

To view the petition, searth for Otdbury Wildlife Corridor

Fury as developer advertises
for tenants BEFORE getting
ptanning permission
bW4tmrid &k4Infloa bad t
the nveflhtrord Paid db
fled——

He said: rm outraged — bearing in mind that the residents were even
notihed before work took place — to find this green corridor is being
advertised for Let as if it’s a done deal and the wildlife area has already
been flattened.

‘We are Ungb pcetM th5 area being toned him concrete aid to
hidight to peo$e that green zones am getting kz end Ins and
dhapp earing.

‘1 always thought that green spaces were protected. It is surprising to me
that businesses as far away as London can sell them even before we can
acknowLedge the fact that they are threatened:

He s&d Seadwell Council bad been inandaedC *jediomto the
scheme, adding: ‘I think this is a case of David and Galiath and Em worsied
that big business will stamp all over local residents.’

pLanning permission

0000 P 1 COnVnMt

Lead enigneç Ni 5hapsm,th. dewbpers we n
adwrtkfrg the site es Rñeabb kckdtntdal and thstdbutlon companies
bebi it has pie to saidweil Coend for fomi approiet

nw4ianparg. Can moor Ltd ha been contacted for comment



Campai2
incensed as
developers
jump the gun
CAMPMGNERS fighting a
proposed distribution centre on
green space In Oldhury are
furious that developers arc
advertising for tenants Iwinre
it has been given planning
pemiission.

Objectors have said they are in
a David and Goilath fight to
protect the land, which is home to
badgers, foxes and bird species
such as common htiziards and
which helps mitigate air pollution
from the nearby M-S.

The advertising has (unbar
incensed resident.s of Titford Road
who only learned o(the proposal
three weeks ago when bulldozers
moved on to the land to begin
ground testing.

London-baseti Cannioor Ltd
has submitted plans to Sandwell
Council for tiso industrial units of
7,503 square metres with car
parking, a service yard and
loading docks,

Since die proposal was
published last ‘eek, over 1100
people have signed an on-line
petition opposing the develop
ment which prolestors say would
destroy a wildlife corridor.

Lead campaigner Phill
Speaksepare says the developers
are now advertising 11w silt as
suitable for industrial and
distribution i ompanics - helore It
has gone to Sandwell Council for
formal approval.

He said: i’m outraged-• hear
ing in mind (lie residents were
even notified before work took
place - to find this green corridor

I is being advertised Fur let as if it’s
I adonedeai.

“Wv arc trying to pret’ent this
area being turned into concrete.

“I always thought green spaces
were protected. It is surprisingto
me that businesses as far away as
London can sell theni even before
we can acknowledge tiw fact that
thc’y are threatened -

He said: - I think this isa case of
fljvid and Gojiadi and I’m
sorried that big bLisiness will

stainj) all over local residents7
Canmoor lid has been

contacted for comment

pcHemson
Y4LDUFE
,w,e otTktF

-, ‘‘II
P

[Rnill1NliuTsi Ij

a,
=

I
e
In

So, your log nutttbvr for

this is 177001 7’. 07/19
I will email PC Flat risori
and ask her I) contact ‘/OU

Mall Cromwell at 15 09, Jul 29



BirminghamLive NEWS- BI.ACK COUNTRY INVOURAREA VILLA BIRMINGHAM CITY WHAVSON WHOWEAREALBION WOLVES BIRMINGHAM LADDER

13 Ocountryt y Charlotte Reg & li&Dy Ashrnvre

1Th.4322AUG 2019

Huge response to protest against plans to ‘destroy’ OLdbury wildlife haven
Bats, badgers and birds have all made themselves at home in woodland behind Asda in Wolverhampton Road, Oldbury

Awfrhidesnwyfortwotsgekdtsflaurm-andpeoØeanhappy.

Bats, badgers and t4rts have afl made themselves at home’ v.oodland behird Mda inWo.erhampton

Road, Oldbuiy.

But London-based finn Canmoor Lid has qiØed to Sandwefl Cound to btdld the storage and ditThutot

units In the middle of the flately-owned land,t off the MS.

The appPcaon acknowledges the ste :5 part of a wldEfe corridor - so developers have vowed to create

landscaped areas and keep as mayof tfle exstng trees as possible, especally those with potent aI for bat

rcosting.

ame trees take most of the ‘umes away a91 reduce tte traffic noise an3 noise from the Asda supermaet

ft home to a ot of wfldhfe, irfliding a pair of mated bimat ba5, herons and b4ets.’

Mr Shakespeare told Black Countryjj: 1 tWnk its absolutely d’sgusting, they shouldnt be allowed to do

this.

“I have contacted Gil Oddie and Chris Packham because they might add eight to my argument

A spokesman forSapdwell Council toW Black Country Live: wClearing the site does notconstitute me start

of development and the council has no authoray to stop this under planning law.

-:
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14thkIa 2019

Eijess & Star

HUNDRIS SIGN VP

TO SAVE OPEN LAND
RqDI7T2F.1*4I2U

MOREthanl,OliOpeoplebndgnedapefifionapind
proposals to build two IndnsUiai units on land behind
an ffldbury wpennaitet
PIan,havthSawthCciadbhtId the wiita, whithwotld

Lcd bhnráed fin the jwEo.ed kentnkI dater wikhbb
bIs-&epeuCdtdjdEnawtq)bzm6ritnded ijT9dgmbaa

______

Phil &akeqnm who bnróed the pdibx, aM tit &wdiçurtnM bekadt U
lkbádnl&ahata

______

icC Woksfl.
led Wweez Awe erA 1%

____

ydadsnarthcMS, wtiithrun
mab4 doe. by.

Mr&akecçnmni& Myrf erA fellow
rh fewn Thhd Redsulk dXIy
tfl titee proçaã As e .lledin
rip, n daMd to Hut the jetliai
.pbtlkplaa

Webnk.t ovnbeImd Eh titje
war. ftn.

We ban cot en rtay rwpit wbkI
bIt4a4thEtbeehxcdthdk4%
fb. a,d btuids li,iog
m&wiucWeriiãx.
it wifl ale. ho the dsdmatho dill the

farSmbáliafa.afrcmthiMS

‘Oiw petition will ho banded into the
wixil Writ makes its (onset &áian
WetNayr
• ‘fliHnntohdaiLope.,hwhat

Adwirer4gatartd, mbmiUM
with the wclb da1s The —
ii he two lodiaffid units with the =•
.— ad —

A.y.iJ.ws S’a&.dwd Caijn
vio — A plesthg .pçlkao,o Ia
been wibmifted he two hebuial—

a he
k*n.j theen the oppe.bz tofl
ewemataeethonsbwtit4.

.me load i not nea kit but leak
med frempsymat

V
i EuIiessflt!

HUNDREDS SIGH UP
TO SAW OPEN LAND1!

-

zrtr
ata Ii.ui,qrn
MWsflj

-t 4(4tLI5I1C
rtw cr

k



28ffi August 2019

Eiiiess & Star

NEARLY 20,000 people have backed a petition calling on Sandwell Coun
cil to throw out plans for a “football pitch-sized” Industrial unit on vital
green spaces -

The petition was started just over a week week ago but has since amassed almost 19,000 signatures.
Campaigners are protesting against plans to flatten the Oldbury wildlife corridor - which developers want to build new

warehouses an. Plans have been lodged with Sandwell Council to build the two units, which would be used for storage
and distribution, on the privately-owned land next to the Asda supennarket. But residents have raised fears the proposed
development would destroy vital wildlife habitats

Phil Shakespeare, who launched the petition, said: “We are reafly pleased with the response to the petition - we had
• been hoping for 1,000 to 2,090 aigna

turea tops, but it seems to have gone
viral. One day we will wake up and our
children will have no green spaces left.

__________

“IL is protecting the green spaces we
• haveleft.Itiaheartbreaklngtothinkit

could be turned into conaete.We have

______

got until the end of this week to hand
the petition into the council,

“We need to keep up the pressure.
We will continue to fltht this.”

Local resident V& Stephenson said
there were plenty of other sites more
suitable for the industrial units,

She said: “There are more than
enough empty warehouses in Oldbuiy.
If one is needed, why not use the old
Toys LI Us site. Save the wildlife and
green spaces.”

The woodland is located off Wolver
• hampton Road between the Asda su

perstore and Langley Primajy School.
A decision on the plans is expected in

__________________

the coming months.

Report by Megan Archer

ES.ss & Star
AL8ION posTEa::

ii

lUll
l.PI[ llltrikblWEWILL
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I.

.Th

BUSINESS he Bale t
ouRIDOR as ‘TO LET’ before

HOBU PASSED liv SAND WELL COUNCIL

I
CA1

U

pnme se torO&B reqUir9mt5

__

34,000 sq ft - 7Q,000 q ttTO LET

—

• :
-—S

___

-

On4ine petition - httpJ!chngJtiRhTGBFd6

So our WILDLIFE CORRIDOR
is already FOR SALE as it S FLATtENED and goneP
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CA!{M2PRJI

DESCRIPTION

The she comprises approximately Si acres of
development land, upon which a speculative
development will be constructed compromising of
units from 34,210 sq ft —70,000 sq ft. The site is
suitable for Bi / 82 and 88 uses, subject to specific
planning requirements.

LOCATION

The site is located in Oldbury, approximately 7 miles
west of Birmingham and adjacent to an Asda
Superstore fronting Wolvethampton Road (A4123).
The site itself benefits from direct access to junction 2
of the MS motorway.

DRIVE TIMES

;êvdutio’ po’k

M5 J2 1 mm 200 ft
M6 )8 10 mins SJ miles
Dudley 11 mins 3.6 miles
Birmingham 20 mins 13.0 miles
Wolverhampton 28 mins g.2 miles

FURThER INFORMATION
For more information and a full proposal,
please contact:

ci’

Cad Dunant
carl.durmnt@eujll.com

Chris Clark
chrrs.dark@eu.jll.com

f Co!!ici’.

-

‘0121 265 7500
-
wwwoU’escomfuk/indqil

Peter Monks
peter.monks@cofliers.om
Richard Meeting
rithard.meedng@colliers.om



OPTION B

ACCOMMODATION (CIA)

UNIT 1 45,560 SQ FT

Warehouse 39480 SQ FT

First & Second FlooPOfiices 6 080 SQ FT

UNIt2t 34,21OSQFT

WarhJtse 30000 SQ FT
ft -

Fwst Floor Qlfices 421050 FT

TOTAL 79,770 SQ FT

SPECIFICATION

—

____ ____

—

3DOC’( flEVEI UPTO
LEVCL0CORS ACCESS DOORS qOM YARD

1 --- -

hi! I
4

9M CLEAR 2 STOREV 32 CAR
INTERNAL HEIGHT OFFICES s PARKING SPACES t

-
www.Canmoor.Com/oIdbury
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File Note:

Since receiving the following online petition,
the number of signatures has increased to

20,545.



change.org Start a petition My petitions Browse Subscription Q49(j

Stop the flattening of the Oldbury Wildlife Corridor to build Industrial Units
1EK sLppoIiers

Stop the flattening of the Oldbury Wildlife Corridor

to build Industrial Units

20,518 have signed.

jason wil arns signed 20 mrlutes ago

Heather Hurst sigrrnd 2 hours ago

Sandwcll
MBC PIar.nng

Department: Stop te flattemng of

fl Share on Facebook

fl Send a Facebook messaqe

Send an email to friends

w Tweet to your followers

c2 copyllnk

Promote this petition

____1PETITION4

______.__w,__ —7——— nS—

7—fl—I—---—
———-7——-—-——

--—-7—--

Petition details

2c9,n4-2cJz 201r-frr•

FROM THIS TO THIS

:Q ‘Wi anaw

_______________

‘ !si3[;l Il3
e.ntn&ifl .4dYbtall 1*nnTW‘ IIS*flI b.f..41—

s — — b’w — 11 flvfl ——fl U sRaLfl aol •a —
— t IIWII3 alb% — rW —. naq lanUsfl lit II — b1 a

r — , ., ‘p.. a7, Ila1’si b —. P.s — 5 — — — aWsq I

— ...,. .

niql -Fi —_,._,__rl fliiil,
S Pa — WDSa.. nil .‘ifl d 0 ldn.

________

nn..rtn.n’I.ntsss..s’n. fr.

______

IaiI

___ __

I -— S.
AS1A4

Ifr74______

__

EhuiiataSp.rs startcd this petition to Spndwdl MBC Plenningp.flment and 12th!!

FLATTENING OF THE QLDBURY ‘GREEN’ CORRIDOR (Ref.
DC/19/63297)

As a resident who is situated within walking distance of the MS,
Junction 2 and various different factories / industrial estates, we
are already subjected to high levels of air pollution. I could

L56rence hundreds of research papers that conclude that
greenery signifIcantly improves air quality in built up areas.
Therefore, in a time where we are more environmentally
conscious than ever, I am appalled at the planning application to
Sandwell MBC to allow Canmoor COldbury) Ltd (which is actually
in London) working on behalf of ASDA (Oldbury) to destroy this
green corridor and build an industrial unit the size of a football
pitch in its place. I argue that your rationale demonstrates an
utter disregard for, not only the residents, but also the wildlife
that inhabit this space and have done for hundreds of years.

This demonstrates a clear lack of respect you have for the
residents, the impact on already over congested roads and more
importantly the hundreds of species of wildlife effected by this
decimation.

Show this petition to wore potenllai
supporters

I
p

4

I

==
WHOUT A HABAT ThERE IS NO WLDUFE



Stop the flattening of the Oldbury
Wildlife Corridor to build Industrial Units

Date stamp 20,51 8 objections (as of 29th August 2019)

Katur&Greenàtre’
17 hours ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I was brought up there all places need green
places.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Jfibt Williams
1 day ago
REASON FOR SIGMNG( am signing this petition because we need more
green spaces not less. Trees not concrete are
our lungs. As the pollution from cars and lorries
increases these pockets of green spaces are vital
for our wellbeing.
0

Write a reply.. -

Reply

Jayne. Bordicoff
I day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are plenty of sites around the area that this
idea would work brilliantly, why disturb a wonder
flit pocket of wildlife. Its crazy, not impressed with
Rsda.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

CathnneWilliamsHolloway
I day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife needs to be protect&
0

Write a reply..
Reply

OeirdreReasIey
I day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Appalling idea! Isn’t wildlife under enough of a
threat! Na No No!

HetervYates
I day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I am suspicious of the fact that there MAY some
backhander dealing here, after all, thats what
Sandwell Council is well known for as previous
court cases have proven. For every foot of con
crete laid it would not suprise me if 2... Read
more
0

Write a reply...
Reply

AlisUWCaldwell’
1 day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This is dreadful.
U

Write a reply...
Reply

‘ShideyTaylor’
1 day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Shirley Taylor
0

Write a reply...
Reply

mandybaird
1 day ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need wildlife. Doesn’t anybody care? These
poor animals will have nowhere. Stop the con
crete jungle.
0
1 reply

Write a reply...
Reply

wendypurtney.
2 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
animals need homes too.

0 0



geoff harris
2 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m an ex oldbury boy - there is little green space
in the area so protect whats left for the benefit of
the local people. There is no point worring about
the Amazon when we don’t look after our own
precious green spaces.

Write a reply...
Reply

kajal mohan
6 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This is just another thing taken away from our
earth. Should not be allowed to happen at all.
I

Write a reply...
C Reply

JIILG&ddnt
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need more #wildlife corridors To think indus
trial units take prr’-dence is in ‘ne.
2
1 reply

Write a reply...
Reply
Matt’F-ord
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
The nature of this area must be preserved due to
the wildlife living there and it’s unfair to removed
them from their homes

Write a reply...
Reply

Erin’Prjor
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We must fight for our qreen spaces
2

Write a reply...
Reply

MoniqueKnight
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It is important to save Sandwell’s wildlife. Indus
trial units are not appropriate near schools and
houses due to the leye’ of po!1ution.
2

Tmcey Andrews
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Please dont destroy this area, my childhood was
spent in this area with my grandparents. It holds
BIG memories fpr me
I
1 reply

Write a reply..
Reply

PatNeedle
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It is essential to preserve green spaces, espe
cially in built up urban environments like this one
both for the improvement of air quality and the re
tention of wildlife flora aod fauna.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

Eja1hC1BroWn
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We must protect our wildlife and environment
1
1 reply

Write a reply...
Reply

Bernadette Marshall
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
At least 2 pairs of Buzzards nest there. As well as
other wildlife!! eep it green!!
I
1 reply

Write a reply...
Reply

Kathryn Holmes
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I care about preservation of Wildlife and pollution
in our environment
1

1 reply

Write a reply...
Reply

ç

cs

Uza Mason
1 reply



Write a reply...
Reply

0

Lynmkeighfleyz
3 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There is too many sites that are a haven to
wildlife being turned onto tarmac and concrete
monstrositiesi No wonder there us pollution and
flooding.., there is nowhere fnr it to goill

,

H

Write a reply..
Reply

NannahIJishør
3 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s one of the only few areas for

‘i..,. .Adbury.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Michelle’Fishet’
3 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We don’t have much wildlife in Oldbury and
would like to keep what little we have for our
wildlife to continue to enjoy for years to come.
If they flatten this land then where will our wildlife
go?
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Sarah Taylor
3 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Too much of this is being allowed to happen.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

DaWn ElatkhaIl
3 days ago
I’ve lived here for 24 years and to think if they got
the go ahead within weeks they would destroy
such a beautiful tranquil wildlife haven - disgusts
me all for greed

Write a reply...
Reply

GlynisWilliams
4 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Green space is essential for our physical and
mental health. We also have to speak up for
wildlife.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

‘TrudV’ClaikJ
4 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We must protect Nature.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

UkãñfieWebb
4 days ago
So much of wildlife, trees and beautiful surround
ings are disappearing from our world also trees
carry oxygen we won’t have enough oxygen to
live if we keep cutting down our trees so we are
harming the world for our grandchildren x
1

Write a reply..
Reply

3oannrJame
4 days ago
What a fantastic interview. Well done and thank
you for making this news. We arw living in a town
with poor air quality as it is and wildlife habitat
destroyed for profit. It’s time people stand up for
their communities and as Philip says there’s
plenty of brownfill sites sifting there empty so why
this paçficular area which is full of trees and

wilr

Write a reply...
Reply

wildlife within



WendyA Arffitrong
4 days ago
Very welcome, I knows am not from your area
,but we are ment to be preserving our trees and
wildlife, not destroying it C
I

Write a reply...
Reply

BiIIieZiZauraRêmingtona
4 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
You can not win the animals home. And we need
the trees!!
2

/ Write a reply...
.Eply

c

maureen’Thillb&i
4 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Slop this destruction before its to late. Why you
cant use brown sites is behond me. The black-
country has enough of disused site from past in
dustry to cover all needs. For goodness safe
leave nature some space.
2

Write a reply...
Reply

Write a reply..
Reply

SIGNING
wildlife corridors and not more

Steve Whalen
4 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I think there are enough industrial units in oldbury
green spaces are much more important
0

Write a reply...
Reply

AndyMd?eWStevenst
4 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There is plenty of land going to waste in the Old-
bury area already, how about they use some of
that and leave the wildlife alone. How would they
like it if someone took their home without replac
ing it
1

Write a reply...
Reply

‘syMä for&tei
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
to much wildlife being destroyed when there is no
need for it
1

Mite a reply...
Reply

‘DorothyStone,
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’ve just heard about this on 1W Central News &
while I’m not a resident, I wholeheartedly support
this petition. It’s vital that we conserve our trees
since they create oxygen without which we can
not breathe. The fewer the trees, the more Asth
matics there are & that’s just the tip of the
iceberg!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

CathyiL’
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m signing because it’s important to protect the
wildlife, its their home but also to stop building in
dustrial units behind residents homes. The green
areas and trees should be left alone.
0

V*ite a reply...
Reply

L’oUie.Lake,
5 days ago

....‘ieilaOeams
4 days ago
REASON FOR
We need more
buildings.
I



REASON FOR SIGNING
Because it’s time to stop the destruction of these
green areas. Once it’s all gone it will be too (ate
to repair the damage.
0

ahilijYShakespearer
5 days ago
Thank you to everybody who tuned in on Central
TV so far 2,919 people can’t be wrong 1111
B
1 reply

Write a reply...
Reply

3rosvenor2Lft
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I have friends in the area and believe the devel
opment will affect the residents and wildlife
0

Write a reply...
Reply

KéfthiTaylor
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Green should remain green.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Uane::Wallinh
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We should be encouraging wildlife not obliterat
ing it. Use other brown field sites not this thriving

C iture reserve.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Teresa:S1?ugh
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
If we dont all make a stand against such disgust
ing unecessary ‘projects’.. .what “green” will be
left for us, our children and our fast disappearing
wildlife?? Please share share share, online and
what about a ‘hard copy’ petition too...
0

Write a reply..
Reply

JOYSREPHERD’
4 days ago
Thank you for all that you have done! Brilliant
Like
2

Write a reply...
Reply

cPauli\t
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife needs to be cherished not flattened
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Sue2thiloft,
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s a crime against wildlife to flatten everything
for the sake of more shifty buildings, this of
course contributes to more flooding removing
trees.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

lad Higginbbthan
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There’s a lot of industrial land derelict around
Oldbury. So much that some of it is even being
redevelopid for housing. Bulldozing invaluable
greenery for warehousing defies all understand
ing. Especially as ft will result in displaced wildlife
(biodiversity anyone ?) and a towering and op
pressive building reminiscent of the Berlin Wall
just feet from the rear of residential properties
and a primary school.
2

Write a reply...



Reply Reply

Opreefi Vaughan
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Should be protecting and preserving wildlife
areas not destroying every green space
0

Write a reply...
Reply

nargaretadams’
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are other sites that can be used first. We
need to protect the wildlife and the trees
0 $

Write a reply...
Reply

Donn&PiokéfihI
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This needs to be stopped, yet another wildlife
haven destroyed, and a total lack of respect for
the residents of this area.
0

C.

Write a reply..
Reply

&ninaiBursIem.
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
wildlife should take priority especially considering
the climate crisis, as should the quality of life for
local residents
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Chhstina4Findon
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m signing because we should be planting more
trees and wildlife areas not building more indus
trial units
0

Louiia Hopkins
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Im signing because wildlife corridors are vital but
they are being eroded slowly but surely. We need
our wildlife we need our trees this development
could be sited on existing brownfieid sites without
the need to further damage our fragile ecosystem
0

Write a reply...
Reply

StéQeMurphy:,
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
The wildlife
0

Write a reply...
Reply

‘Anthony.Hards
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need our wildlife protecting from these devel
opers there are plenty of brown field sites to de
velop
0

Write a reply...
Reply

RuthNiohölá?
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This habitat destruction is unnecessary.
0

jamesDavies.
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
its abhorrent that this even being considered. I
am fully against these proposals
0

r

Write a reply...
Reply

Write a reply...



Write a reply...
Reply

We have enough shops!! Stop this now!!
0

sue4leffiihg -

5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
STOP DESTROYING VITAL GREEN HABITAT!!!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

EiefliselShiflh
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Stop now!!
0

C trite a reply...
Reply

NicoIaTanner4
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There is enough warehouses we want more
wildlife to keep them going
0

Write a reply...
Reply

EylerFe!d,
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Spent many of my years growing up in and
around Oldbury, and the area is already polluted
enough! The local wildlife in the area also should
n’t have to lose their homps.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

ttohmMusgrove1
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
there are plenty of sites than can used for this
purpose rather than use up precious wildlife corri
dors.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

Write a reply...
Reply

.Rwth’HUht&
, days ago
‘SEASON FOR

Use Brownfleld

Helen,FelcU
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are badgers in the area, and to have such
wildlife in such an urbanised area is amazing.
0

Write a reply...
Write a reply...
Reply

‘p_wi
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There is no PlanetB
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Reply

IisaibIackburn,
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s a wildlife corridor proving essential links for
our native species and lungs for we ungrateful
humans. There’s plenty of empty industrial sites.
Use them instead.
0

SUIIL’ütàw
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGMNG

Write a reply...
Reply

0

SIGNING
sites

C&sley Le Page.



5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This is horrendous. Sense of over profit, please!
The planet is in crisis and this will add to the
problem not help!!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There is plenty of other land on Oldbury that
needs tidying up. West Bromwich street. It is an
eyesore. Leave the wild life abbe
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Jon Pain
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife habitats need to be planned for and al
lowed for. Save this corridor.
0

Write a reply...
(.eply

Debbie Aldred
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Too much of our natural habitat is being de
stroyed and lost for ever
0

Write a reply...
Reply

CÔUHb Gidan
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Green spaces should be sacred. Lets keep what
makes Birmingham special as a big city. Enough
derelict industrial spaces everywhere
0

Write a reply...
Reply

RhilippaPeate
5 days ago

(.IEASON FOR SIGNING
We need to protect wildlife and green spaces ..II
0

Write a reply...
Reply

michael saWbridge1
5 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We dont need more factory’s we need more
wildlife places there are empty factory’s every
where
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Wendy..Stroud
6 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I am against using inhabited green spaces and
destroying local wildlife when there must be
many other unused industrial sites or empty land
ripe for redevelopment. Isn’t our planet threat
ened enough? Come on Sandwell council, set an
example here!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

ClfarlotteBrewster
6 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This is disgusting. Humans have destroyed many
habitats for animals. They need a place to live
too.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

WONNE?GARNON
6 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We have tdesigne? new-build warehouses stand
ing empty all over this country now - yet another
government scam I assume thats lined the pock
ets of the wealthy. Much like the ‘help to buy’
schemes and all the other rubbish that is destroy-Maureen Aston



ing our beautiful and oh so precious countryside.
We the tax payer are paying to help commuters
live in brand new executive homes in towns that
are now choked to death by over development.
Help to buy was meant to help the ordinary work
ing man own his/her own affordable home - not
allow already well paid individuals buy a 5 bed
room luxury house! I assume there is something
similar going on with these warehouses.
Meanwhile our once thriving more industrial town
centres and established industrial estates are
dying while more and more green space (once
protected!) land disappears under concretel Its
crackers and corrupt beyond belief.
I wish you much luck with your petition Phil, get ft
on facebook and the news when you can. My
area has been sneakily decimated by greedy de
velopers, I hope you can protect yours! All the
best.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

ift6unaia
6 days ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
As their a plot of land that is sitting empty for
quite a few years that the industrial development
could be built without harming any wildlife and
theirs also the former Toys R Us site that is also
empty why is both of these sites not being used
instead of somewhere were their is a wildlife cor
ridor, their is a lack of green spaces as it is in

/ Sandwell and one that is mainly used by wildlife,
My are the council not doing more to protect

these areas instead of letting them be developed
0

Write a reply..
Reply

TmceyMarUn
6 daysago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There’s enough empty storage units and conges
tion. There’s toys r us land. Use that.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Kew&Neill
7 days ago

REASON FOR SIGNING
There are too many people and not enough
wildlife.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

HaathbffMne.
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
NO. Absolutely no.
0

SMite a reply...
Reply

JAMES TREVOR:
1 week ago
They are cheap to build and earn developer a
large proM. Cheaper to build on green land than
ft is to clean up existing site. Council get fed the
“we’re creating jobs” spiel They’ll concrete over
all the natural habitat and plant around 10 shrubs
and put up a few bat boxes to say they’ve re
duced their environmental impact. Local resi
dents will also be able to see the 1 5m high
building from their houses and have lorries run
ning up and down the streets at all hours of the
day.
Great
0

Write a reply..
Reply

Shit1ey:Walker
1 week ago
More building equals more traffic equals more
polluted air being breathed in! Ridiculous when
there are units standing empty! Dont know what
Sandwell MBC are thinking! So much for environ
mental policy!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

RWBáitd
1 week ago
There are empty units all over Oldbury and
sandwell, we don’t need any more. If they are re
ally needed the toys r us is empty and has a



huge amount of land, there is a huge space at
the bottom of seven stars road, it used to be fac
tories, it’s now being cleared of rubble and is up
for sale so there are other spaces that could be
used. This is some greedy corporation just after a
grant to build something that will never get used.
0

.1

I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It is short sighted to use land that is a wildlife
habitat - we are more and more aware how im
portant these habitats are. There is lots of derelict
post industrial land in the area that could be used
instead.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

‘BelindaBisselP
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
My daughter will be attending Langley School.
0

Write a reply..
(.eply

Alt Dimmock
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Because the unnecessary destruction of any
green space is damaging to all life. We do not
need more development.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

CatinaFisher
I week ago

(_ .EASON FOR SIGNING
There is no need for this to happen
0

Write a reply...
Reply

deemurray2
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
we have more than enough empty sites but less
and less nature once it is gone it will be lost for
ever not needed or wanted
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Write a reply...
Reply

PaulANen
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
we need the green belt
a

Write a reply...
Reply

RebeccaiWdson
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
No one ever builds a green space, lets protect
the little we have left
0

\Mite a reply...
Reply

Paul MillWàrdt
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m an Oldbury lad!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

ben foy
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are plenty of brownfleld sites to build in
dustrial estates on. The demolition of this site has
begun illegally as there is no planning permission
and with no consultation to the public.

It is destroying habitat for hundreds of animals
with no care how they will get on
0

Annetacey



write a reply...
Reply

dciãññ&Mallen’
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We should keep as much green space as possi
ble
0

Write a reply..
Reply

N&torn€iañnaqe
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This seems to be happening more and more lo
cally... Proposals for Lion Farm fields and
Saltwells nature reserve being two others that

( .pring to mind. There is NO need to develop
green land for units when we have so many de
veloped spaces currently standing empty!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

dáid fàWett
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We’re losing too many green corridors to redun
dant industrial units
0

Write a reply...
Reply

‘MtthewShinn
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I am opposed to the destruction of natural beauty
for commercial greed.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

PäfBradlêy
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This sort of mentality is an utter disgrace!l
0

Write a reply...
Reply

‘Carl kiiggs2
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m signing because (A) sites like this are too pre
cious to lose in places like Oldbury, which is al
ready extremely built-up, (B) sites like this bring
so many benefits in terms of the natural environ
ment, for wildlife, but also in terms of air quality
for people’s health and sense of well being, and
(C) there are already other nearby sites which
would be more suitable for this kind of develop
ment without impacting further on the natural en
vironment, including industrial/commercial units
currently lying empty.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

TUtnerJURNER’
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need wild life conidors.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

PeterChilton
1 week ago
There are plenty of other sites that can be devel
oped that will not destroy green space. Also,
being next to a primary school is a concern.
0

VWite a reply...
Reply

Susan You rig
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It needs to b left alone for wildlife
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Nikkj Mole
I week ago



REASON FOR SIGNING
Plenty of empty space around oldbury to build
this, leave what little wildlife we have alone!!
0

Write a reply..
Reply

TraceyFodin
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I live with constant pollution from M5 and Wolver
hampton Rd. Green spaces are getting fewer and
fewer, smaller and smaller. Not only are these
lovely places to walk, and habitats for wildlife, but
are oxygen producers which are necessary for
life! In the 12 months since I have been in this
area Lion Farm playing fields are to become a
shopping area which is very unlikely to thrive, an
.iea behind tifford Pools is sold off for develop

ment1 and now this area! Whilst the eyesore of
an empty Toys R Us store still remains. Sandwell
should be ashamed if this goes ahead
a

Write a reply...
Reply

CrisflriaMa2zonh,
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m signing because I have a say in what hap
pens in my world. We will all suffocate and die a
horrible death of we don’t look after our environ

( .ient. Keep England green
0

Write a reply...
Reply

ieani1bmsi
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It is happening all over the country,all for the sake
of a few who will make a lot of money What a dis
aster for future generations.Re use waste land
abandoned areas empty units found al, over the
country.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

BwcaandtWéñdláOUhoan
I week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This is a WiLDLIFE CORRIDOR! Do NOT sell it
out and destroy it to build an industrial unit!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

‘Mahd9!Newtoni
1 week ago
WITHOUT HABITAT THERE IS NO WiLDLIFE
It is so sad the wildlife will lose there home, It is a
little bit of green belt and wildlife HAVEN in a built
up area. When there is so much brown free fac
tory warehouse sites laying empty and disused
right near the site they want to flatten. As well as
Ws a flood plane out houses will flood and small
things we take for granted will be a memory, our
security and privacy let alone the sounds of na
ture, will be a thing of the past. Where will all the
animals go if there home is destroyed. Money
and greed are making our wildlife extinct. Our fu
ture children will know nothing of nature soon,
there will be none. The trees also stop the pollu
tion and the noise from the motorway, everyone
is on about being Eco friendly and here it is being
destroyed for money.
Save our WiLDLIFE CORRIDOR, SAVE THE
ANIMALS AND BIRDS WHO DON’T HAVE A
VOICE II
We will fight this II
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Karen Clarke
1 week ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I agree with previous comments, there are other
places these units could go. There will soon be
no green space left in this area.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

YitgEne Link
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING -

We must protect our open spaces and leave
places for clean air and water filtration. Please



site this somewhere else. Thank you.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Manhiitnç’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
The way we are heading there will be no wildlife
left
0

Write a reply...
Reply

1dreãjãbkidñ
2 weeks ago

(WASON FOR SIGNING
This area needs it’s wildlife
0

Write a reply...
Reply

DeepakiRahã’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We must preserve our green and pleasant lands
0

• Write a reply..
(aeply

BelindaRaikkos
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Why take away a patch of woodland when so
much empty and deserted industrial property
stands close by.
Also it’s is so close to a primary school giving the
children a chance at some better air quality in an
otherwise heavily polluted area
0

Let the developers find and use brownfleld sites,
there are many to be found in this Borough.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Carol€Shawi’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s totally the wrong thi g to do our wildlife needs
preserving.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

‘Zena’FoyF
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Taking natural habitat from animals and birds.
Residents dont want this in there back gardens.
There are enough empty industrial sites to use.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

KeithiRound.
2 weeks ago
Why is this needed when we have warehouse
units being built on Bishtons old scrap yard. With
out disturbing wildlife as this was an industrial
site. And as others have said Toys R us is stand
ing doing nothing.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

SIrnbhOthom’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Nature needs a home find somewhere else!
0

Write a reply..
Reply Write a reply...

Reply
-Joptvy-

2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Sandwell needs every bit of oreen space it has.

‘UzPaIme
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING

1



C

I am sick of the countryside being continually
eroded for businesses. Use the hundreds of
empty premises first. Leave something behind for
our grandchildren to enjoy.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Wendy ciaii
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
wahout wildlife corridors there will be NO wildlife!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

ackie:Hoftah
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Im signing this petition because our local wildlife
near somewhere safe to live tool
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Martin
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Greenspaces are vital for wildlife, which is con
stantly being threatened by these sort of propos

Is. To allow this would also be against the
interests of the local residents.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

MarleiRickers
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Too angry for wordsfl
0

Write a reply...
Reply

L’ouise4inwocth
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING

I don’t agree with it
0

Write a reply...
Reply

kateyibrown
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This demonstrates a cTear lack of respect you
have for the residents, the impact on already
over congested roads and more importantly the
hundreds of species of wildlife effected by this
decimation.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Jessica Dancer
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I live locally to this site and disagree with the tie
struction of the woodland and its habitat. I have
concerns about the natural water table and how it
will affect the local residents.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

Debbie Gazeléy
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There is loads of empty factories and ware
houses so why not use them. Sick and tired of
seeing eyesore buildings. Prefer to look at green
ery and wildlife
0

Write a reply...
Reply

HARRY- KNAPP’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I agree with goat of this petition opposing indus
trial development
0

Write a reply...
Reply



Midhael’Sivfte?
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s ‘too built up an area’ that lacks ‘green space’
so building over areas like this is absolutely ‘ap
palling’. There are empty units all over the area
so this development makes no sense at all, Just
like our local council!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Dc&JLáu
2 weeks ago
Aren’t there enough empty units in Langley, Old-
bury and West Bromwich?

Write a reply...
Reply

JanEBödën
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I think it’s wrong to destroy the little wild life habi
tat we have in the area to build units that will cre
ate more traffic or remain empty.
0

Write a reply..
Repty

AII1s6nIAADEUEY
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife don’t have the ability to communicate
how we do. I’m signing it for them!! They wouldn’t
want to lose their home as much as we wouldn’t!!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

•rrPtsbotb
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
More than ever natural habitats within urban
areas are vital for our future.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

susanlnsulfr
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
The rapid destruction of green belt and wildlife
habitat for industrial and housing is totally unec
cessary when there are plenty of potential brown-
field site available. This is an area of natural
beauty, home of a variety of wildlife, flora and
fauna which will be decimated should this build
ing work proceed. Due to its proximity to MS the
trees are providing a corridor for absorbing pollu
Hon I
0

Write a reply..
Reply

DebbleiRobinson
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This corridor is vital for our wildlife. There are
many alternative brown field sites that should be
reused.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Icayleigh Bradshãw
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Sandwell council need to stop destroying all our
green spaces
0

Write a reply..
Reply

SarahzClewer’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I choose wildlife over industrial properties
0

Write a reply..
Reply

gailiashfield
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING



You are destroying the borough of sandwell bit by
bit. Removing green spaces and habitats for
wildlife and fauna. There are so many empty
shops, factory units and warehouses already.
This area already suffers with horrendous con
gestion and air pollution.l totally support this peti
tion
0

area.
Please listen to
we do not need
loss of habit.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

what the people want and need,
more pollution, congestion and

Write a reply..
Reply

‘AThyiEoyl
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There’s plenty of empty warehouses in the area.
The wildlife needs to be protected due to mas
sive decline in populations due to these sort of
things.

1’ agetation also needs to be preserved to encour
age clean air.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

MariePalethorpe
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are plenty of empty warehouse units all
over sandwell . What about the new ones up for
sale on AD aquatic old site or empty toys r us?
0

C
Write a reply...
Reply

Sara Shreeva
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife corridoors are vital for the survival of our
native species.
0

Write a reply..
Reply

Claire Rigby
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Please don’t add to the pollution in the area and
please think of the detrimental effect on wildlife
and the people who absolutely love this stunning

Paul Scäfiéld
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR
We need more
cities, not less.
0

\Mite a reply...
Reply

&eawAston,
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
please just leave what green space we have
alone and use the empty factory land.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

prudence evansb
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Protect wildlife areas to stop climate change and
benefit the area
0

Write a reply...
Reply

steven healey
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Need to save the green belt from big
business. .wildlife before profit...
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Diane Lenagh
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING

SIGNING
green areas in our towns and



2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Toys R Us in ledbury could be used instead of yet
more green space. Sandwell council are always
looking to use our green spaces for building.

Write a reply...
Reply

SIiälIl Pibkëriñg
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING

Preserving natural habitat for our wildlife is im
portant!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

EmmaShepherd
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are more than enough brown field sites in
Sandwell and Dudley - regeneration of them is
key, not destroying wildlife habitats and green
spaces!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Philippa Carr.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife is under pressure like never before—what
right do you have to bulldoze a vital conidor &
sanctuary? Do something positive for a change &
put industrial buildings on a brownfleld site &
prosecute the builders behind the application for
destroying a wildlife haven without permission!
o

Write a reply...
Reply

MikeWakeman,
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SiGNING
We need green spaces within the urban environ
ment.

The green spaces are disappearing and there
are the children going to play now.A designer out
let sandwell council wanted to
0

2 0
Write a reply...
Reply

trevor Jones
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
If Sandwell is committed to tree planting then cor
ridors and islands of green oasis are essential to
prevent increasing pollution.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

1cate:KhiWr.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
When will the rights of animals come before the
purposes/greed of people? That is rhetorical
question but I am sick of hearing of
land/homes/habitat being destroyed because
people want it.
0

Write a reply...
Reply -

AndrewiBowern
weeks ago

REASON FOR SIGNING
This is so unnecessary, use brown sites instead!!
U

Write a reply...
Reply

RatrIciaF.IorezGmenaway
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We are walking a fine line and wildlife and green
ety need to be protected!
0

,.. _.1

Write a reply...
Reply

AnthonvoVonMied 0



Write a reply..
Reply

thelñawtthër&
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I dont wont it to close down we love this place
0

Write a reply..
Reply

TorrnWiIIetts
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
1 just agree, enough is enough
0

C
Write a reply..
Reply

AndrewiNorrish,
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Because I live in Oldbury and we need all the
green space we have left intact!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

âthSbiiveris
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Need to keep some trees for our health and
wildlife.

.

0

Write a reply...
Reply

MariahHeathcote
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need to stop taking away from animals and
insects that will eventually die out because of the
so called ‘intelligent’ human race. We need to
stop thinking that we’re superior to any other life
form because in the long run we’re killing our
selves. And I say we because even though I try
my hardest to be as green as possible. I am one

person and if know one else follows in my/others
footsteps. Then I pretty much don’t exist in terms
of fighting for animals... But I’ll never stop trying.
0

Wite a reply...
Reply

JódiiOhagan
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We are loosing our green areas, we dont need
any more supermarkets..
0

Write a reply...
Reply

,lny:Namp
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Isabelle Coiquhoun
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Elaineikeavesley.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
More green space needed I think there is enough
being spoilt with councils taking over greenery
please use run down factory spaces already
there and not used.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

F&nande Foumier.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Certains” humains” n’ont j’amais assez de I’ar
gent! A, Ia fin, de votre vie vous prenez rien avec!
C’es notre devoir de respectez et protegez les
animaux et Ia naturel Eux, aussi on une âme.
Eux, aussi on le droit d’avoirs une vie same sur
ce planéte. En a que une nature. Vous, le savez?
Vous, êtes des humains, soyez humaines.
Prenez, enfin votre responsabiltée et réagissez,
s.v.p. Anetez, cede suifrance envers les animaux
et Ia nature! Civilisez? Certains “ humains “ Wont
pas le mot respect dans Ieur vocabulaire! Ils ne



sont pas en dessus du tous! C’es bien triste, de
signez des petitions. Merci.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

REASON FOR SIGNING
This land is vital for local wildlife
I

Write a reply...
Reply

BenjanMfrStoibh
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I am sure there are other brown sites to build on
or unused factories.
0

Vkite a reply...
Reply

kelthiunderhill
Cweeks ago

REASON FOR SIGNING
There is not enough green space in the region
0

Write a reply...
Reply

T?acwJayrie:Pye
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This is totally depressing. It’s a tiny sanctuary for
wildlife in this over developed part of Sandwell.
This can’t happen! Two units to stand empty for
the foreseeable future! Take your hands off our

(y bits green-spaces left. A London based com
pany to boot. Leave it alone!
3

Write a reply...
Reply

Niãkirrbberts
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Enough is being destroyed we don’t want to live
inaconcretejungle! V’
I

Write a reply...
Reply

Tracy:Rowin
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need to preserve our green spaces not de
stroy them what are we leaving for the future
generations concrete jungles U
1

Write a reply..
Reply

VsI!StèhëuiübiE
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are more than enough empty warehouses
on Oldbury. If one is needed, why not use the old
Toys R Us site? Save the wildlife and green
spaces!
8

Write a reply...
Reply

tilIaTdemir2
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Please sign and share my friends
0

Write a reply...
Reply

LynnJones
2weeks ago -

REASON FOR SIGNING
We have other areas that can be used ie derelict
industrial land use that instead of our green
space
I

Write a reply...
Reply

emma-swift
2 weeks ago

WilI;Lawley.
2 weeks ago



REASON FOR SIGNING
I now have the chance to live in green open
spaces and would like all people to have the
same opportunity as me.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Maila Van Gèe[
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Getekend
0

Write a reply...
Reply

( Whftehouse’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Getting fed up with developers building on all the
green land around Oldbury including Lion Farm
playing fields and the land by Tifford pool 0
1

2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife is more important than money! Once it’s
gone it’s gone! No more huge units!
I

Write a reply...
Reply

‘tihhakebEare’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We dont need any more industrial units and the
heavy flow of hgv,s on the busy roads that leads
to them
0

Write a reply..
Reply

PãfbniEdwards
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I live in that area there are to many industrial es
tates all ready
0

Write a reply...
Reply

D6biWRushton
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I believe that it would be better to keep this

(Jeenfleld site green and for the developers to do
the RIGHT thing and use brownfleld sites for
such enterprise.
I

Write a reply...
Reply

josjeLanderson
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need green areas to mitigate the road pollu
Hon
1

Write a reply...
Reply

Write a reply...
Reply

fiofla hughes1
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We don’t need anymore unitsl But the wildlife
need our green spaces!!
1

Write a reply...
Reply

ILywnlHawthorpe
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Sandwell is quickly becoming concreted over,
blatantly putting profit above people. It MUST
stop!
I

Write a reply...
Reply

Ellen CoThptoiv NThkFerguson



2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I want too!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Michelleiflithöh
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We want to keep our countryside!
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Melissa.Waldron,Mcdermoft
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
In built up areas such as ours, developers need
to leave what little green spaces we have left, All
natural ground should be left for the benefit of fu
ture generations. There are many more places
where buildings are derelict that these develop
ers can use!
I

Write a reply...
Reply

‘Jãn& Huffer’
weeks ago

REASON FOR SIGNING
I want to save our native wildlife & green spaces.
Once they’re gone they’ll never come back.
I

Write a reply...
Reply

Janetiohnson
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need to keep our wild life save from extinc
tion and for our children to enjoy the environment
around them

Write a reply..
Reply

2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
L t
0

Write a reply...
Reply

RUb&t:Limbrick
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Its vital that such tracks are kept open

Write a reply...
Reply

Joanne. Finnegan.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
You should be using brownfield sights and not
destroying our wildlife and the little areas they
have left.
0

Write a reply...
Reply

tisaMillward.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This area is already an eyesore due to the M5.
Any tiny spot where wildlife thrives in a concrete
jungle needs to be saved.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

ParñJHUAkisaon,
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Nature and our local habitat are important to me
and my family
I

Write a reply...
Reply

loUise ThãIII?1P
2 weeks ago0



REASON FOR SIGNING
There are disused industrial sized buildings in a
very near proximity why build new ones ? We
need to keep as much green space as possible
protect our wildlife have spaces for our children
to play and observe that arnt made of concrete,
metal and plastic.
I

Write a reply..
Reply

Tez Anderbn
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Concrete covers too much of our planet, and we
need to hold on to our wildlife and green spaces
1

r.
Write a reply...
Reply

EmnkBrannigan
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Frank Brannigan
0

2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Disgrace
Sick of green spaces been flattened
Especially my home town
I

Write a reply...
Reply

Miãhièl Hthnkin
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We just have to keep green spaces!
All this discussions of carbon footprint is nones
ence if we build on green spaces
1

Write a reply...
Reply

Louise. cooperhaime
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I totally agree
0

Write a reply...
Write a reply...
Reply

MickSh&dbn
2 weeks ago

cEASON FOR SIGNING
We are fed up of the council getting rid of Green-
field sites and destroying wildlife habitat
1

J

Write a reply...
Reply

Angela EVANS
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Keep our green space ,build on old factory units
places instead
0

Write a reply...
Reply

.6-S

Reply

Idrraine;harçis
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Stop digging up our green space, there is so little
left, trees and plants create our oxygen for us to
breath, they create a home and habitat for nature
to survive and exist, therefore ft must be pro
tected, not far from this proposed development is
a larger piece of’dead, unused, unsightly’ area
called “Langley” do something with this instead of
leaving it a dying ‘shfthole’

\Mite a reply...
Reply

DoreemBrookes
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are plenty of derelict factory sites that can
be used.
0

I

Robert-Tarbuc*



Sandwell Council you are a disgrace)
Write a reply...
Reply

0

nadshdcalia
2 weeks ago
There are Badges sets and Fox dens, also many
species of wild birds in the green corridor that will
suffer....this needs to be stopped.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

Ailne. Phillips
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We are sick of Sandwell getting rid of any green
land they think will be profitable. Use brownfield

( .tes Sandwell there is enough of them!
1

Write a reply..
Reply

donna hall!
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Consider using brownfleld sites instead. Leave
the wildlife atone.
0

Write a reply...
C.. .eply

jenni. reynolds
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Jenni Reynolds
0

Write a reply...
Reply

ejzabeth:madeley
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Use the disused warehousing and wasteland that
is already there.
We do NOT! Have enough green spaces as it is.
You could take advantage of this land and make
it like The Saltwells reserve..this would attract
people into Lanlgley to use the shops and pubs.

Write a reply...
Reply

‘Gaynor Smith
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Build on other sites not green land
0

VMte a reply...
Reply

Kerrie.Chatwin
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
To many green spaces are been lost, to build on
when there is plenty of brown spaces to be used
or empty warehousesl There is so much wildlife
on there like badgers and foxes that it’s cruet
0

Write a reply...
Reply

dacquie’Penn
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
TOTAL unecessary Destruction. And they wonder
why there is Flooding. There will be NO green
spaces anywhere. Councils should now their
heads in Shame
I

Write a reply..
Reply

Mafthew#Beard
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Conservation is important to the community,
teaching our future generation about wildlife and
the beauty it can bring.
I

Write a reply...
Reply

jeffrey4Iewis’
2 weeks ago



REASON FOR SIGNING
There are more than enough industrial units
around. Why destroy a fantastic wildlife habitat.
Build somewhere else if you really must. Leave
Oldbury Green alone for the wildlife.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

IiifdsaVimdox
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wild life is needed ,their homes are goin to be
taken. All about money for you people.
1

Write a reply...
( .eply

FAYEBRYAN
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This area is decimated by industrial sites and a
lot of these are empty and in an appalling state

use these for new business and expansion
of others, give them free rates for a period and.
reasonable rent costs. The green belt area is be
yond precious to our area without nature and
areas for us to use for recreational use we are
finished. This area is suffering enough with low
employment and opportunities to improve way of
life. Leave this land alone think outside the
box to use what is already developed here.

C

Write a reply...
. -

Reply

Brenda Wdght’
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Why is green space always taken first?
Because its greed, costs more to build on brown
space, well I say ,they have the money let them
use brown space leave the green areas to the
people and wild life. God knows there is little of ftl
1

Write a reply...
Reply

2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s disgusting what Sandwell Council are doing to
our Green spaces just for their monetary gain
and they must be stopped
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Maffhew.Cromwelk
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
A resident of Titford Road; When we bought the
house we were told that buidlings were not al
lowed to be built in the area.

Not only will it heavily impact the built up traffic in
the area being next to M5 J2, It will increase the
already high levels of emissions causing a de
trement to our health. I also find it disgraceful that
clearing of the grounds has started with minimal
information being given to residents and more
worringly this includes the illegal practise of
badger sett removing whom which are protected
in order to make way for the development.

I have logged a complaint with the wildlife protec
tion officer and awaiting a call back with regards
to this.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

davidfsudy.
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s all wrong wild life have a Wright to live as well
as humans
0

Write a reply..
Reply

Adam Wlliam
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
There are plenty of vacant industrial units already
in the area and no need for more. The area may
be of no use to humans but is a very rare section
of the local area where wildlife can live undis
turbed and peacefully

Ron LOiig’ 0



Write a reply...
Reply

BtiancGreen
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Too much of. this space is being lost in this area,
we have to look after the wild life
0

Write a reply...
Reply

grahammll
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
G hill

Write a reply...
Reply

Nicola Stilt
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We need green space
0

Write a reply...
Reply

C mryijoMblbiy1
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
We can not replace wildlife. It is so precious.
1

Write a reply...
Reply

MISon!Miles
2 weeks ago
We need to protect our greenbelt and wildlife.
There are plenty of other more suitable sites to
build this on
I

Write a reply...
Reply

jane:griffiths
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Too much of our green belt is disappearing.
Plenty of empty units about already
0

Write a reply...
Reply

KãtêWVaFd
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Wildlife is more important that shopping.
0

Wilte a reply...
Reply

Gillan Wai’r
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This comes right onto my daughters garden and
she has 2 children and also because of the
wild life
1

Wiitea reply...
Reply

Yypnne Stephens
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
This corridor of green is so precious to the local
wildlife and residents. With more and more
wildlife being displaced due to development,
havens for wildlife such as this desperately need
to be retained and protected. Asda should be re
quired to alter their proposed plan so that this de
struction of the green corridor is not an option.
2

Write a reply...
Reply

toWyrock
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It should be left atone
0

Mritn n røn{u



Reply

%lárgáiët Smith
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Care for wildlife matters!
0

Write a reply..
Reply

jlLGavapk
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Langley Ward has precious little green space left

We currently have
A local developer proposing to develop The lion
farm playing fields
The other side of J2 Island. Also in Langley Ward

The current leader of Sandwell council is also
Langley CUr & a resident of Langley. rd.
CUr Y Davies. We need takeep what pretious lit=
tIe we have left ( Green)
Bill Gavan CUr Langley Ward
I

Write a reply...
Reply

t Dutton,
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I have now moved to Birmingham I was a resi
dent and grew up in Oldbury, ran a cub scout
group for many years over looking this land. We
should be looking after Green spaces, they are a
lung, a few years in and there will be a petition to
plant trees that have been dug up. When govern
ment are talking about reducing emissions) going
to net zero in carbon, it is crazy to be ripping up
green space. We talk about our children being
the future, we will have no where to give them
1

Write a reply...
Reply

sarPbath
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Just leave it alone.., stop turning everywhere into
a concrete jungle!!! The animals need a home
tool
0

Write a reply...
Reply

phil Jones
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s NOT needed greenery IS!
I

Write a reply...
Reply

John’Parkes
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
It’s green space
0

Write a reply...
Reply

Claire:Mahrrtoodu
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
Claire mahmood
0

Write a reply...
Reply

michaebnlorris
2 weeks ago
REASON FOR SIGNING
I’m signing because too much wildlife are getting
deprived of their habitat
0



Centre of the Earth
42 Norman Street
Birmingham
818 7EP

0121 5230094
0910812019 infobbcwiIdIWe.org.uk

bbcwlldlife.org.uk
Dear Mrs Bishop,

Application Reference: A81DC119163297

Site Address: Land adjacent to Asda, Woiverhampton, Oldbury

Proposal: Proposed development to provide 2 No. units comprising of industrial
process (Class Bic), General Industrial (Class B2), Storage or Distribution (Class B8)
with ancillary offices, car parking, landscaping, service yard areas, and associated
external works.

Thank you for giving the Wildlife Trust for Birmingham and the Black Country the opportunity
to respond to this full planning application.

Upon review of the documentation submitted along with the planning application specifically
the Ecology Report produced by Applied Ecology Ltd and Planting Layout produced by Terry
Anderson Landscape Architects in June 2018 and July 2019, respectIvely. We would like to
bring the following significant issues and concerns to your attention;

Designated Sites

The site area encompasses the Tame ValIOPotentlal SitesofJthftihS(PSl) án Ri*r
Tame Oldbury Branch defined as a* iifecorrld&, under the ‘Blrmlnghamand theBlack
Country Nature Conservation Sfrategy!

As a result, the proposed development will highly likely cause a direct loss to a largearea of
the Tame Valley. psi; which is noted to include semi natural mosaic habitat adjacent to a key
ecological corridor, and potentially cause degradation through disturbance to the
surrounding habitats (to include the River Tame and Adjacent areas of the Tame Valley
(PSI) during and post construction.

PSIs are areas that have been identified as potentially having ecological value, however,
have not yet been assessed against the Birmingham and Black Country Local Wildlife Sites
selection criteria. Therefore, it is the opinion of the Wildlife Trust that the PSI should be
assessed against the criteria to determine whether they meet the criteria of a SLINC or
SINC, as part of the application, to ensure that the correct level of protection and mitigation
is afforded to the site.

Protected Species

Badgers

The Wildlife Trust for Birmingham and the Black Country would seek for a pre-construction
badger check, in conjunction with a watching brief, to be undertaken no more than six weeks
prior to the commencement of works to confirm that the badger sell present on site still
remains disused. Should the badger sell appear to be partially used or active the sett would
need to be monitored, with no evidence of use, for a period of 21 days to classify a sell as
disused and treated as such. Due to this being the maximum length of time a badger will
remain under ground without coming to the surface. Should the sell be found to be active
then licence should be obtained through Natural England to dose the sett, If ft cannot be
retained as part of the development.

P. WW Inst fr sid I. ssa Vo.y Lid. d*y . 513615. R.md in 1660938
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Black Country



Bats, breeding birds and water voles

From the Ecology report it is understood that two surveys were undertaken for both bats and
breeding birds in June 2018 and June 2019. In addition, one late season water vole survey
was undertaken in July 2018.

The Wildlife Trust would seek to understand why a kill survey effort, in line with best practice
guidelines, was not undertaken on site to fully assess the site for these species. As
described below;

As per Bat Conservation Trust good practice guidelines (3rd edition) for a habitat of low
suitability there should be a transect survey visit (duration 2hours after sunset) per season
(spring — April! May, Summer — June/July!August, Autumn — September! October)
undertaken in conjunction with automated bat surveys (one location pre transect, in total 3
surveys, to be collected on five consecutive nights.

C) However, one could argue that the site fits the description of a site with moderate suitability
for foraging bats “Continuous habitat connected to the wider landscape that could be used
by bats for commuting such as lines of frees and scrub or linked back gardens. Habitat that
is connected to the wider landscape that could be used by bats for foraging such as frees,
scrub, grassland or water which would require further survey effort than stated above.

As per Common bird census methodology three breeding bird survey should be undertaken
on a site. These surveys should be undertaken In April, May and June to ensure coverage of
the peak period of bird activity.

As per Water vole conservation handbook 3rd edition two water vole surveys should be
undertaken one early and one late season to confirm presence! likely absence of water vole
along a stretch of river.

The Wildlife Trust for Birmingham and Black Country would highly recommend that best
practice guIdelines were followed In regards to assess the species present and their
distribution on site throughout the year to ensure hill survey coverage. As such would seek
for further survey work to be undertaken prior to the determination of the planning application
to ascertain the full Impact of the proposed development on protected Ipnonty species.

Ecological Assessment

The Ecology report submitted with the application does provide an evaluation of the
protected spades potentially on site and habitats. However, no requirement or confirmation
on details of the mitigation within the proposed development, has been provided.

It was noted that consideration has been given to installing bat or bird boxes within the
development. However, for full planning application the Wildlife Trust would seek
confirmation and a commitment for the developers to provide this mitigation within the
development to ensure no net loss In blodiversity as result of the application in accordance
with para 174b of the NPPF that states “To protect and enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity, plans should promote the conservation, restoration and enhancement of priority
habitats, ecological networks and the protection and recovery of priority species and identify
and pursue opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity.”

In addition, it is noted that the planting layout does show the provIsion of wildflower
meadows in small areas and free planting along the boundary of the application site,

Protecting wildlife .tiere you live



however, no management details of these areas has been provided in terms to maximize
their value for wildlife benefit.

The site itself holds greater ecological value due to Its location within the ecological network
and as stepping stone along the river corridor. The proposed plan will result in further
bolllenecldng I narrowing of the wildlife corridor and river Tame. Upon review of the planting
plan and ecology report the Wildlife Trust does not believe that current proposed mitigation
considers or provides mitigation, in accordance to the mitigation hierarchy, to reduce this
impact to the site and ecological network.

Therefore, at this stage the Wildlife Trust would in principle oppose this development until
appropriate consideration and confirmation is given to the blodiversity within the site and the
surrounding area as a key stepping stone of species within the local area.

For the Wildlife Trust to further consider the application, we would seek the production of a
frill Ecological Assessment. The Ecological Assessment would set out proposals for
avoidance, reduction, mitigation and compensation to be incorporated within the application.

In addition, Wildlife Trust would seek for the production of:

• A Landscape and Ecological Management plan should be produced and agreed by
the Wildlife Trust I Local Planning Authority ecologist, detailing management
practices to be undertaken on the retained, newly created and enhanced areas of
habitat within the site.

• A Construction and Ecological Management plan should be produced and agreed by
the Wildlife Trust I Local Planning Authority ecologist detailing the precautionary
working methods for protected and priority species and the protection of retained
habitats during site enabling works and construction.

• A drainage strategy should be devised to Include an appropriate pollution prevention
strategy to ensure the risk of pollution to the River Tame from run-off during and post
construction Is prevented.

Lighting Strategy

Upon review of the documentation provided within the planning application no details could
be found on the lighting location and deslgnJhe bat surveys undertaken have shown that
site holds records & different bat spedés; therefore, the proposed development site Is likely
to be used by the local bat populace for foraging and commuting. As such the Wildlife Trust
would seek for the production of a lighting strategy prior to the determination of the planning
application to ensure the planning application did not Impact local bat species foraging and
commuting routes.

The lighting strategy should detail the design and location of lighting to be used within the
proposed development and also describe the methodology to minImise light spill along the
retained woodland boundary.

Should you require further clarification or detail regarding the issues raised above please do
not hesitate to contact me.

Yours ffiithMly,

Samantha Pritchard

Protecting wildlife wh&i & /OLI Vt:
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Hi Mandy,

Thanks for your query.

I can’t see a planning application listed for this site using the map search
tool on the Sandwell MaC website
https://webcaps.sandwell .gov.uk/publicaccess/spatialDisplay.do?action=display&se
archType=Appl i cation

Have you contacted sandwell council about this? If not a good contact would be
Zoe Wilson who is a planning officer there — her email address is:
zoe_wilson@sandwell.gov.uk

I’ve checked on our system and the site is not currently designated as a Local
wildlife Site (SINC or SLINc).

The site is identified as awlidlifecorridor (see attached map) under sandwell
UDP Policy NC5 which states:

The integrity of wildlife corridors and linear features VU!. :protea4
Proposals which sever theses, or reduce their value to wild 1 eWill not he
permitted, unless they demonstrate adequate mitigation measures.

The site has also been identified as a

Sites that potentially contain areas of important semi—natural habitat but
currently fall outside of the Local Site system. These sites potentially
contribute to the overall cohesion and resilience of the wider ecological

Q
network by providing a buffer to, or direct link / ‘stepping-stone’ between
other existing important areas. Many of these sites were identified through a
combination of aerial photo interpretation, historic maps and species data. For
some sites, recent survey information exists, and they may meet the Local Site
criteria, but are yet to be evaluated against the Local Site Criteria and/or are
yet to complete the formal adoption process.

Protected or Notable species:

We have records of the following species from within the site:

Swi ft

House Martin

Linnet

House Sparrow

Dunnock
Page 1
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Bullfinch

starling

Note: these records are now quite historic (1986)

I’ve also attached a list of Protected or NDtable species recorded within 1km of
the site.

Hope this helps,

Kind regards,

Andy

Andy slater

page 2
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Sandwell Council to launch public
consultation on air quality
SandweIt Council, covering six towns in the West Midlands, will begin. public

consultation on air quality this summer.

In October. the author.ty was directed by Deira to take fu’the, steps to address

nitrogen dioxide emissions from road transport

Sandwell was among 33 third wave’ councils to have been d rected by

government to assess options to mprove air quality in Ight of cont:nued breaches

of legal N02 limits — following the H’gh Court ruling on the governments air

qual ty plan, brought to the courts by green group Cl entEarth

However, the counc I says two key roads — A41 Birm’ngham Road, West

Bromw cli. and M57 Birmingham Road, Oldbuiy — are expected to meet

government targets for reducing nitrogen dioxide th:s year. thanks to mprov ng

tralic signals and retrospect vey Nt ng buses with cleaner technology

‘It’s really important for our residents’ health, We’re looking forward to hearing

people’s v.ews on our plans n the consultation this summer,’ she added.

‘Changes in vehicle technology are help ng but, Ike many areas nationwide, vie

need to see n trogen doxide levels come down further n some places

Were c’urrently ca’rying out a study to confirm the worst polluted a’eas. so we

can pr or use action n those hotspots.

We’re also look ng at how we can reduce pollution f’om counc I veh des and

promot.ng walking. cyclng and car sharing•

Sandwell Counc’L also says they are look ng closely at PubI c Health Englands

rev ew of nterventions to improve outdoor air quality and public health. publ shed

last week, especially around working across councI boundares, electric veh cle

charging points and promot’ng pubtc transport and cycling

fl 19 03.2019

COUNQtNtWS

THE IMPACT
TREES HAVE
IN WILDLIFE
CORRIDORS
‘FREES CLEAN TILE Affi

Trues absorb odors and

pollutant gases (nitrogen

oxides, ammonia, Sn lfisr

dioxide and ozone)
andfllterparticulates out

ofthe air by trapping them
on their leaves and bark

TREES BLOCK TIIH4CS

Trees can mask concrete

walls ormotonvays and

unsightly views.

They muffle soundfrom

nearby streets and motonvays.

and create an eye-soothing

canopy ofgreen. Trees

absorb dust and wind

and reduce glare..

‘FRIES COIWBAT
CLIMATE CHANGE
Excess carbon dioxide (C02)

is building up in our

atmosphere, contributing

to climate change. Trees

absorb C02, removing

and storing the carton

while releasing oxygen

back into the air In one

an acre ofmown

flees absorbs the same

amount ofC02 produced

when you drive your car

26,000 miles

CLlr Elaine Costiqan, cabinet member for public health and protection, said the

uncil ‘are serious about improving air quality,’ and says that they want to make

sure people in Sandwell are not adversely affected by Birmingham’s Clean Air

Zone, due to come into effect in January 2020. which could displace more

polluting vehicles into SandweU.

The MS moto.w.y runs through Sandweil and is one of the major source of pollution in
the borough



Print Version

Address

UPRN: 000032066605
Full Address: 201 Titford Road Oldbury 869 4QE

Property Number: 201

Street: Titford Road

Town: Oldbury

Postcode: 869 4QE

Ward: Langley

Constraints

Constraint’ 0

Name DescriptionType

This property is within the 82 Building
Consultancy Operational Area. ForBuildIn9 Control Building Control.
information about demolitions, or dangerousArea 82 Areas
buildings please contact 0121 569 4054 or
4055.

This Property Is
Development The Southern Area Development ControlCovered By The
Control Areas Team may be contacted on 0121 569 4039Southern Team

Mineral
Safeguarding Area r01m1t •Po4icy4MIN4.applies
(BCCS)

Canal And Rivers . For more information contact Canal andCanal and Rwer .
.Trust Consultation River Trust, Peels Wharf, Lichfield Street,

Zone Major
Trust

Tamworth, 878 3QZ Tele 01872 252000



Policy MIN 1 Environmental Protection
lb assess the need for the mineral resource against the need to protect
and conserve the environment.
Mineral exploration and working may damage or destroy nature
conservation sites and structures and remains of historic and
archaeological interest that are of importance. The early identification of
the presence and importance of such sites, structures and remains liable to
be affected by proposed mineral developments is important. The minerals
industry should seek to ensure the physical preservation of important
nature conservation sites, historic buildings and ancient monuments along
with their settings.
Mineral developments within or in close proximity to areas such as Areas

0 of Special Scientific Interest or National Nature Reserves which have been
declared or proposed for declaration on the basis of their scientific value in
regard to flora and fauna, etc, will not normally be given permission where
they would prejudice the essential character of such areas. The same will
apply to areas which have been or are to be designated, scheduled or listed
because they contain features of archaeological or historic interest.
The Department will balance the case for a particular mineral working
proposal against the need to protect and conserve the environment, taking
account of all relevant environmental, economic and other considerations.
In all areas, decisions on mineral applications will be made with regard to
the preservation of good quality agricultural land, tree and vegetation
cover, wildlife habitats, natural features of interest in the landscape and

o sites of archaeological and historic interest.
Extensions to existing mineral workings which minimise environmental
disturbance in the countryside will normally be preferred to new workings
on green field sites.
Permission for the extraction of peat for sale will only be granted where
the proposals are consistent with the protection of boglands valuable to
nature conservation interests, and with the protection of landscape quality
particularly in Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Where applicable, measures designed to prevent pollution of rivers,
watercourses and ground water should be included in applications for
mineral extraction and processing plant, including settlement ponds. The
provision of reliable protective measures will be an important factor in
assessing the acceptability of the extraction proposal.



Print Version

Close Window Print

Summary

Reference DC/19/63297

Alternative Reference PP-071734Th

Application Received Wed 10 Jul 2019

Application Validated Thu 11 Jul 2O19

Address Land Adj To Asda Wolverhampton Road Oldbury

Proposed development to provide 2 No. units
comprising of Industrial process (Class Bic), General

Proposal Industrial (Class 82), Storage or Distribution (Class B8)
with ancillary offices, car parking, landscaping, service
yard areas, and associated external works.

Status Registered

Appeal Status Unknown

Appeal Decision Not Available

Further Information

Application Type- Full (Major)

Expected Decision Level Delegated Decision

Case Officer Mrs Alison Bishop

Ward Langley

District Reference Not Available

Applicant Name Not Available

Agent Name Mr Matthew Thomas

Agent Company Name Michael Sparks Associates

Units 11 And 12 Plato Place 72-74 St Dionis Road LondonAgent Address
SW6 4TU

Environmental Assessment
No

Requested

Contacts

Agent

Mr Matthew Thomas



EMAIL m.thomas@msa-architects.co.uk

Phone 02077 366162

Ward Councillors

Councillor B Gavan

Address Sandwell Council House C/o Amy J Hodgkins Freeth Street Oldbury B69 3DE

Counciflor V S Davies

Address 16 Park Road Bearwood Smethwick 867 SHS

Councillor S Davies

Address 28 Redwood Drive Tividale Oldbury B69 2HY

Important Dates

Application Received Date

Application Validated Date

Expiry Date

Actual Committee Date

Latest Neighbour Consultation Date

Neighbour Consultation Expiry Date

Standard Consultation Date

Standard Consultation Expiry Date

Last Advertised In Press Date

Latest Advertisement Expiry Date

Last Site Notice Posted Date

Latest Site Notice Expiry Date

Statutory Expiry Date

Agreed Expiry Date

Decision Made Date

Permission Expiry Date

Decision Printed Date

Environmental Impact Assessment
Received

Determination Deadline

Temporary Permission Expiry Date

Constraints

High Risk Coal Mining Referral Area

Low Risk Coal Mining Referral Area

Wed 10 Jul 2019

Thu 11 Jul2019

Sat 24 Aug 2019

Not Available

Tue 23 Jul 2019

Thu 15 Aug 2019

Not Available

Tue 13 Aug 2019

Tue 23 Jul 2019

Sat 24 Aug 2019

Wed 24 Jul 2019

Fri 16 Aug 2019

Thu 10 Oct 2019

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Not Available

Thu

Not

10 Oct 2019

Available

Name Constraint Type

Coal Mining Referral Area

Coal Mining Referral Area

Status

Current

Current



Development ControlThis Property Is Covered By The Southern Team Current
Areas

Solvay Outer Zone Hazardous Premises Current
Solvay Middle Zone Hazardous Premises Current
Adopted SAD DPD Local Employment Land Black Country Core

CurrentAllocation Stratergy

Black Country CoreWildlife Corridors Adopted
Stratergy

NotZone 2 Fluvial flooding zones
Available

Zone 3 Fluvial flooding zones
Not
Available

SI/0825 Site Investigation Reports
Not
Available

51/0972 Site Investigation Reports
Available

NotSI/1076 Site Investigation Reports
Available

Sl/0657 - Housing Development Site Investigation Reports 0tjIbI

SI/b? 1 Site Investigation Reports

• . . NotSl/1074 Site Investigation Reports
Available

• . NotSI/0477 Site Investigation Reports
Available

A4123 Birchley Island Improvement Work Highway Improvement
ConfirmedProgrammed 0-5 Years Provisions

Radon Class 1 Radon Affected Areas Current
Building Control Area B2 Building Control Areas Current
Canal And Rivers Trust Consultation Zone Major Canal and River Trust Current

• . NotMineral Safeguarding Area (BCCS) Development Plan -

Available

MS3316- Speedwell Colliery Mineshafts
Not
Available

MS3315 - Speedwell Colliery Mineshafts Not
Available

• • . • . . NotHistoric Land Fill Sites From EA Historic Land Fill Sites
Available

LF/0071 - Park Street South, Park Street, Oldbury Licensed Landfill Sites
Not
Available

Related Information

There are 29 documents associated with this application.



Companies I CANMOOR (OLDBURY) LIMITED I CA!!MQPR I
Company Number 11378224

Name CANMOOR (OLDBURY) LIMITED

Incorporation on 23 May 2018 (Wednesday)

Company Type Private Lhnlted Company

Status Active

Business Activity Management Of Real Estate on A Fee Or Contract Basis

Registered Address 34 DOVER STREET

LONDON
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED KINGDOM
WIS4NG

Country of Origin United Kingdom

Companies! MCLAGAN INVESTMENTS UMITED I MCLAGAN)
George. C

Company Number 02127156

Name MCLAGAN INVESTMENTS UMITED

incorporation on 30 Apdl 1987 (Thursday)

Company Type Private Umfted Company

S!atus Active

Business Activity Development 01 Buildng Projects

Registered Address ASOAHOUSE
SOUThBAN K
GREAT \MLSON STREET
LEEDS
LEEDS
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B

%: Sandwell
Mcvopdhon Boi0u9h Counca

To the OwnerlOccupier, My Ret: AB/DC/1 9/63297
201 Tifford Road Your Ret:
Oldbury Please ask for: Mrs Alison Bishop
B694QE Tel No.: 0121 5694039

Date: 23rd July 2019
Dear Sir or Madam,

Planning Application at Land Adj To Asda Wolverhampton Road Oldbury

Application reference no: DC/i 9/63297

I have received a planning application from Canmoor (Oldbury) Ltd for Proposed
0 development to provide 2 No. units comprising of Industrial process (Class Bic),

General Industrial (Class B2), Storage or Distribution (Class B8) with ancillary offices,
car parking, landscaping, service yard areas, and assocIated external works. I am writing
to let you know as a neighbour.

Applications are available to view online, along with the ability to submit your comments
by using the Council’s website (www.sandwell.pov.uk).

A guide to commenting on planning applications and the decision process Is available
on-line. Observations must be made on-line or in writing by 15th August 2019.

Please be aware that due to the law, comments made about an application must be
made available for public viewing.

Unfortunately, as we receive a very large number of emails and letters we cannot
acknowledge them or enter into correspondence with you about the proposal.

If you wish to meet the case officer you must make an appointment first.

The decision letter will be published in due course on the website.

Yours faithfully,

Amy Harhoff
Director of Regeneration & Growth

Regenntion aid G,owth
Amy H arholt Director otRegenerahon and Growth - Nelghboudio ods

P.O. Box2374, Gounbi House, Freeth Skeet. OIdbuTy, We& MdInda 869 30E
z$andl,a.uk



Got 43

2.2 The Proposed Development

The application is for the development of the Site to provide two industrial/commercial units
providing a total of 7,503 m2 (CIA) for uses 81 c/82/B8 with ancillary offices and areas for service
yards, car parking and landscaping. Unit 1 would provide a total of 4,285 m2 (GIA) commercial use
while Unit 2 would have a total of 3,218 m2 (CIA) of commercial use.

Access to the Site would be via junction 2 of the MS along the existing ASDA access road, with a new
access point off the existing roundabout to the north of the Site.

An indicative layout of the development areas is shown in Figure 2.2.

(

Figure 2,2: Layout of Proposed Development
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MSA/SIOWWOI

2 July 2019

Planning Department
Sandwell Council House,
Freeth Street,
Oldbury,
West MEdlands,
B69 3DE

Dear Sir/Madam,

LAND ADJACENT TO ASDA, OLDBURY

well as associated external works.

MICHAEL
SPARKS

ASSQCIAI ES

OL&RIEREO ARCHITECIS

1 PlAiD flACk
ST. DIONIS ROAD
WNDON SWO 4W

.44(0)20 7736 662

Planning ApplIcatIon submitted via the planning portal (reference PP.07173475)

Full Planning Appllcauon for the development of the site to provide two modern employment
units of 7,503 sq m (GIA) for flexible employment purposes within use classes BIcIB2IB8
with ancillary offices, car parking, landscaping, service yard areas and ancillary uses as

This letter accompanies a full planning applIcation for the redevelopment of the site for Ilexible
employment purposes that has been submitted on the planning portal on behalf of Canmoor
(Okibury) Limited.

In addition to The required application forms, in accordance with the requirements of the
Development Management Procedure Order 2015, the Following information has been submitted
to support this application:

Pinncrs Michaci Spars Ashft Chamwn AnchcnyWhhe . Nevile Carrpbcli Sai, Darwin Paul W.ihhn lee Page . Rd,evca Uriszvll

Payment of the application fee of £31,31 1.00 has been paid via BACS transfer.

Reports

1. 3111 2-RP-00I Planning Statement

2. 311 12-RP-002 Design and Access Statement

3. 311 12-RP-003 EtA Annex

4. Transport Assessment

5. Draft Travel Plan

MICHAEL SPARKS ASSOCIATES LU’

ii b.ittAwWn At b sInIwdI au, fl..,*p .qdn, •IØt — *flLn’d s.4, o4cm
•n ,.c.a.dØ.liw bide. scn.,I . lYe r



6 Energy Strategy

7. External Lighting Assessment

8. Ecology Assessment

9. Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy

10. Air Quality Assessment

11. Noise Impact Assessment

12. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and Coal Mining Risk Assessment

Drawings

1. 31 058-PL-01 B — Site Location Plan

2. 31 058-PL-02A — Site Layout Plan

3. 31058-PL-03A — liljslrative Site Layout Plan

4. 31058PL-04 Floor Plans Unit 1

5. 31058-PL-05 — Floor Plans Unit 2

6. 31058-PL-06 — Elevations

7. 31058-PL-07 — I lustrative Elevations

8. 758.10.01 Landscape Layout

9. 758.1901 PlantIng Layout

10 758 TS.01 Tree Survey

Please also Und attached an EIA annex detailing the issues that have been considered in
determining that the submission of an Environmental Impact Assessment is not necessary,

I trust that this will allow the application to be validated, should you require anything further in
relahon to this submission then please contact me

Yours sincerel”

Michael Sparks Associates
rn.thomas@msa.archftects.co.uk

enc

2MSA/31058/1I0O1 02.07.19
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